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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
INVESTIGATION OF WET AND DRY YEARS BY RUNS 
A technique is advanced for testing the structure of 
time series, with the basic statistical parameter being 
the mean run-length. This technique is shown to be 
distribution-free, as opposed to other techniques of 
investigation of time series like autocorrelation and 
variance spectrum analyses which are based on the assump-
tion that the underlying variable is normally distributed . 
Application of technique to selected precipitation and 
river gaging stations is presented . 
Analytical expressions are developed by which the 
probabilities of sequences of wet and dry years of speci-
fied lengths can be calculated when the basic hydrologic 
time series are either independent or stationary dependent 
Gaussian processes, and the truncation level specified. 
Numerica l values of these p r obabili t i es a r e obtained 
by means of digital computer for a first order auto-
r egressive process o A set of tables and a set of graphs 
are presented in order to make the numerical values 
useab l e o The probabilities of runs of dependent var i ables 
with a common distribution do not depend on the underlying 
univariate distribution of the variable for a g iven 
specified truncation level. 
iii 
The significance of the investigation is based on 
t he need of accurate stochastic models of hydrologic time 
series for the generation of samples of annual precipitation 
and annual river flow, for the planning des ign and operation 
of water resource systems . It is also based on the c on-
cept that runs, as statistical properties of runs, 
represent the best basic concept for an objective defi -
nition of drought . 
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Department of Civil Engineering 
Colorado State Univers ity 
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1.1 Significance of this Investigation 
Annual precipitation and annual river flow vary from 
year to year. This variation is generally referred to as 
the sequence of wet and dry years, represented either by 
the annual precipitation or by the annual river flow pro-
cesses. These sequences are hydrologic time series. For 
all practical purposes in water resources development, 
they can be assumed to be stationary time series. The 
hydrologic stationary time series of annual river flows 
are dependent, which means that the successive values are 
linked in some persistent manner . In other words, sequences 
of annual river flows are stationary serially dependent 
time series . However, the sequences of annual precipita-
tion are very close to stationary serially independent 
time series . 
The water resource engineer is greatly concerned with 
predicting the future behavior of these sequences for the 
planning, design and operation of water resource systems o 
Overyear flow regulation, which permits storage of water 
during wet years to be released during dry years, is a 
common practice . Recent opt i mization techniques are being 
introduced into the water resource field. The optimiza-
tion of both design of new systems and operation of 
·2 
already existing systems on an annual basis requires the 
use of accurate stochastic models of time series as i nflows . 
This permits the prediction of statistical properties and 
the eventual generation of vari ous samples of annual river 
flows by the use of the Monte Carlo method. 
One of the least known properties of hydrologic 
variables is the occurrence of severe and prolonged droughts. 
Their properties are not known with sufficient accuracy 
to allow the prediction of their occurrence and durat i on 
with any real degree of reliabil i ty. It i s bel i eved that 
runs as statistical properties of time serie s represent 
the best basic concept for an ob j ective definition of 
droughts (Yevjevich, 1967) *. Therefore, this investigation 
of runs and their application to series of wet and dry 
year? is related to some of the most significant problems 
of hydrology and water resource development. 
1 . 2 Objectives of the Study 
The objective of this study is to develop a technique 
for investigating stationary independent and dependent 
hydrologi c time series, whose basic statistical parameters 
are runs. Four phases are involved in this investigation: 
(a) Mathematical f ormulation of the problem; 
(b) Selection of suitable parameters for testing 
*References are designated by a year or years in parenthes is 
associated with the author's name and may be found i n the 
list of references . 
3 
hypotheses of stationarity and time dependence; 
(c ) Statistical i nference for stationarity and time 
dependence models, and 
(d) Applicati on of technique to selected precipitation 
and river gaging stations. 
There are basically four methods based on specific 
statistical parameters for the investigation of hydrologic 
time series1 
1. Autocorrelation analysis. The parameters in-
volved are autocorrelation coefficients as functions of the 
time-lag between correlated values which are defined as 
1.1 
for stationary sequences. 
The use of autocorrelation analysis as an investiga-
tion technique of hydr ologi c time series is based on the 
concept of analogy . One should know the correlograms of 
particular t i me series , and then by statistical infe rence 
determine whether a computed correlogram of a hydr o log ic 
time series is well approximated by the correlogram of 
known processes (Yevjevich, 1969 ). An illustrative 
example is presented in Chapter 5 . 
2. Variance spectrum analysis . Basically this is 
the Fourier series ana l ysis in wh i ch an infinite number of 
small oscillations with a continuous distribution of 
4 
f requencies is fitted to an observed series. The parameters 
involved are the variance densities of various harmonics 
represented against their frequencies. The variance of 
a harmonic is equal to its amplitude squared. This type 
of analysis is a representation of the process in the 
frequency domain while the autocorrelation is a represen-
tation in the time domain o It might be noted that for a 
second order stationary process the spectral density 
function is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 
function in the frequency domain. The use of variance 
spectrum analysis as an investigation technique of hydro-
logic time series is also based on the concept of analogy . 
One should determine by statistical inference whether a 
computed variance spectrum of a hydrologic time series 
is well approxi mated by the variance spectrum of known 
processes. An example is given in Chapter S o 
3 . Ranges. The parameters involved are defined in 
terms of differences between maximum and minimum cumula-
tive sums of departures of values from the average or 
other values for given subseries sizes, with the ranges 
represented as random variables for each subsample size. 
Let {X , ; i = l, ... ,N} be the observed sequence, and let 
i 
u be a specified truncation level which in general 
represents a target level. Then surplus is defined by 
Yevjevich (1965 ) as 
s+ = max {O, n r i=l 
and deficit is defined as 





(X , -u) ; j = 1, 2 , ••• , n } 
1 
(X , -u) ; j = 1 , 2 , ••• , n 
1 
where n is the size of a subsample taken from 
Finally range is defined as 
R = S+ - S n n n 
1.2 
1.3 
{ X , }. 
1 
1. 4 
As in the case of autocorre l ation and variance spectrum 
analyses the use of ranges as an investigation technique 
of hydrologic time series may be based on the concept of 
analogy. The comparison of the observed sample function 
of R as a function of n with t he expected function n 
of t he same parameter of known processes, and the d istri-
bution of the observed parameter allows one to make 
statistical inference of the goodness of fit of theoretical 
models o 
4 . Runs. For the purposes of this study the con-
cept of run is identical to the concept of run-length . 
Basically they are the number of consecutive positive or 
negative departures from a specified constant value called 
6 
the truncation level. Positive runs are associated with 
positive departures and negative runs with negative 
departures. The structure of a time series is analyzed 
by studying the properties of runs at different truncation 
levels. On the other hand, these statistics have a very 
practical meaning in hydrology because a positive run can 
be immediately associated with the duration of a wet 
period or a surplus time interval, while a negative run 
can be associated with the duration of a drought or a 
deficit time interval . 
1 . 3 Runs as Compared to other Techniques of Time Series 
Investigation 
The two classical techniques for investigation of 
stationary time series are the autocorrelation analysis 
and the variance spectr um analysis. The use which is 
made of either of them in exploring the internal structure 
of a time series depends to some extent on the purpose of 
the inquiry and prior knowledge of the generating system . 
The correlogram tells us something about the relationship 
between consecutive values of the series which are 
separated in time. The spectrum exhibits the extent 
to which the series is in step with certain fundamental 
rhythms (Kendall and Stuart 1966). 
Ranges and runs are two techniques, which can be 
used advantageously in the hydrologic decision making 
7 
process because they can be inunediately associated with the 
concepts of storage and droughts, respectively, and with 
the concepts of surplus and deficit, which are of partic-
ular interest to the hydrologist. 
If a target level is specified, the time associated 
with a negative run represents the duration of a def i cit 
relative to the target level. The frequency of specified 
deficit periods is relevant for the planning, design and 
operation of hydrologic systems. 
Furthermore, the structure of a time series is re-
flected in the properties of runs that it generates at 
specified truncation levels . For example, independent ____ .., ________, 
variables with a conunon distribution are characterized 
--------·"·-·-~·· -·-- ·- .... - ........ ,.-.. ••··••· .• , ........... ...;,.y,..- ~--·--· ·•·t· .•..•.. , ...... ~ ........ , ..• ··-
' 
by a mean run-length equal to two for ~ _truncation level 
equal to the median of the distribution of the variables. 
Identically distributed variables with a highly positive 
first order serial correlation coefficient are charac-
terized by a mean run-length greater than two at the same 
l eve l . On the other hand, identically dis tributed 
variables with a highly negative first order serial 
correlati on coefficient are characterized by a mean run-
length smaller than two at the same l evel. These proper-
ties, which will be described in detail in later chapters, 
justify the use of runs not only as a technique to use in 
the decision making process but also as a technique for 
8 
the investigation of time series and more specifically for 
testing stationarity and dependence models of hydrologic 
time seri es . 
1.4 Whitening and Use of Original Series 
Two different approaches may be taken for the analysis 
of hydrologic time series . The first approach cons i sts in 
analyz i ng the original sequence by one or several of the 
techniques outlined in section 1.2. It is here referred 
to as the use of original series. The second approach 
assumes a model for the process that i s composed of a 
systematic component and an independent component. A 
r esidual series is obtained by subtracting the systematic 
component from the original series . Under the hypothes i s 
that the assumed model is an adequate representation of the 
process, the residual series must be a sequence of indepen-
dent variab l es. The independence of the residual series 
is tested and the assumed mode l is accepted or r ejected 
depending on whether the independence of the residual 
ser i es was accepted or r ejected o This procedure is here 
referred to as ''whitening", meaning that the res i dual 
series is expected to be "white noise'' . 
It is perhaps i nteresting to emphas ize a basic differ-
ence between these two approaches. The first approach does 
not assume a model for the process, but rathe r it leads to 
the d i scovery of the structure of the process so that 
9 
eventually a model can be fitted to it . The second 
approach starts by assuming a model for the process so 
that a previous knowledge of the process is required as 
a basis for its assumption o 
1.5 Inference on Time Series Mathematical Models and 
their Properties 
Inference on time series mathematical models is an 
important phase i n the statistical analysis of hydrologic 
time series because it permits the testing of hypotheses 
about mathematical models ascribed to the observed 
sequences. The statistical inference is made about the 
significance of the parameters involved in the type of 
analysis that is being performed, so as to test whether 
or not the expected parameters, under the hypothetical 
model, are significantly different from the observed 
parameters at a specified confidence level . If they are 
significantly different, the hypothetical model is 
rejected . Otherwise , it is accepted . 
In order to perform this test it is necessary to know 
the distribution of the parameter that is going to be 
tested under the hypothesis that the assumed model is 
valid . Finally the 1 - a confidence limits of the 
parameter are set up and the observed value is tested at 
this level, where a is the level of significance. 
10 
In order to illustrate the problem of statistical in-
ference, consider the autocorrelation analysis of a 
Let {X . ; i = l, •. • N} be the 
1 
hydrologic time series. 
observed time series and the lag k serial correla-
tion coefficient of { X , }o The shape of the correlogram 
1 
gives condensed information about the process. For an 
independent sequence all population autocorrelati on coef-
ficients pk are zero and therefore all sample serial 
correlation coefficients rk must be not significantly 
different from zero . Under the hypothesis that { X . } 
1 
is 
a sequence of normal independent variables, is 
approximately normally distributed with mean and variance 
given by Siddiqui {1957) as 
Erl= 1 N 
N3-3N2+4 
N2 (N2-l ) 
1 . 5 
The 95% confidence limits of 
the writer as 




is i nside these confidence limits the sequence 
{X. } is accepted as a linearly independent sequence. 
1 
Otherwise it is accepted as a dependent one. In this 
1.6 
11 
case the statistical inference has been made by analyzing 
the original series . 
The statistical inference can also be made on the 
whitened series. Let us set up the hypothesis that 
is a first-order autoregressive process. Then 
{ X ,} 





Under the given hypothesis, {e .} is a sequence of indep-
1 
endent variables. The parameters µ , 0 and are 
estimated from the observed sequence. Then the whitened 
series is tested for independence as was done with the 
original series o 
The problem of statistical inference is bas i cally the 
same as when the other techniques, namely the variance 
spectrum, ranges, and runs are used . A hypothesis is set 
up and the significance of the parameter is question is 
tested under the given hypothesis at a 1 - a confidence 
level. The distribution of the parameter involved is 
different in each case however. 
12 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Introductory Statement 
Two main aspects are reviewed; first, the distribution 
theory of runs for both independent and dependent random 
variables. Second, the multivariate normal integral, which 
is a base for the mathematical developments in Chapter III . 
2.2 Distribution Theory of Number of Runs of Independent 
Random Variables 
A run is defined, in probabil ity theory, as a succes-
sion of similar events preceded and succeeded by different 
events. The number of elements in a run is usually re-
ferred to as its length. The classical distribution 
theory of runs has been mainly concerned with independent 
arrangements of a fixed or random number of several kinds 
of elements. In the case of two different kinds of element s , 
let us assume that the number of elements N
0 
and N1 
of each kind are randomly drawn from a binomial populat i on 
with probabilities p and q . Let K~ denote the 
1 
number of runs of kind (o) of length i, and let K! 
1 




K~ designate the total number of runs of 
1 
elements N I 
0 
13 
K' = t K ~ l l. i 
the total number of runs of e l ements N1 , 
with 
K = K0 + K' and N =No+ Nl. 
Wishart and Hirshfeld (1936 ) obtained and tabulated 
the following joint probabilities: 
P(K0 =k0 , N =n 
0 0 




2 . 1 
2 . 2 
2 .3 
n n 1 po q . 2 . 4 
As the sa~ple size increases, K i s asymptotically normal ly 
distributed with 
P 2 + q2 EK= 2npq + = 2 (n-l ) pq + 1 2 . 5 
and 
1 4 
var K = 4npq (l-3pq ) - 2pq (3-10pq) • 2.6 
Cochran (1 936 ) gives the fol l owing relations 
EKO = p + (n-l)pq 2 . 7 
EK'= q + (n-l)pq 2.8 
EN
0 
= np, and EN1 = nq 2.9 
Stevens (1939) gives the distribution of the total 
number of runs (without a regard to their l ength) from 
arrangements of two kinds of element s . He also developed 
2 a x criterion for tests of s i gnificance . Wald and 
Wolfowitz (1940 ) published the same distribution as 
Stevens and showed that it was asymptotically normal c 
The conditional distributions of K a r e 
and 
which are independent of the parameter p . 
2 .1 0 
, 2 , 11 
15 
For n = o.n , a > 0 
0 1 and n -+ QC) , 0 they are given by 




l+a varK = 




is a standard normal variable. 
4cm 
0 
3 { l+o.) 
2. 1 2 
2 . 1 3 
Mood (1942) derived distributions of runs of a given 
length for independent arrangements of both the fixed 
I 
number of elements of two or more kinds, and the binomial 
and multinomial populations. He also showed these distri-
butions become asymptotically normal as the sample size 
increases . He gives the following results 
EKo 1 [(n-i-l)q + 2] 2.14 = p q 1 
and 
8. 
EK' i [(n-i-l)p + 2] 2 ol5 = q p 
i 
The statistic k - 2n:eg 2 . 16 X = 
2 --y npq (l-3pq ) 
16 
is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and 
v ariance uni ty. Compari ng Eqs . 2 . 5 and 2.6 with Eq. 2.16 
the mean and variance given by Mood and the mean and 
variance given by Wishard and Hirshfel d are sl i ghtly 
different c The latter equation is an approximati on of 
the former ones o Bendat and Piersol (1966 ) g ive tables 
for the conditional distribution of K when N
0 
= N1 = 
N/2. 
2.3 Distribution Theory of Run-Length of Independent 
Random Variables 
Let N: and N. denote the pos itive and negative 
J J 
j -th run-length for the given truncation leve l u. Also, 
let {Xn } be the sequence of independent random var i ables 
with the common distribution F (x), with F(u) = q, and 
1-F(u) = p and let 
{ N ,} = {N: + N~ } 
J J J 
be the sequence of total runs . 
The probability mass function of N1 is given by 
Heiny (1 968) as , 
for k = 2,3, . • . with 
k k pq -qp 
q-p 
2 . 17 
17 
1 
pq and varN1 = 
l-3pq 
2 2 p q 
The number of total runs K(N) in a discrete time 
series of length N is given by Felle.=--J13...5.2J and has 
~--·--
the following properties 
EK(N) = (N-l ) pq for N > 1 
varK(M} = Npq{l-3pq - 1 5 N + N pq) for N > 4 
2.18 
2 . 19 
2.20 
and its distribution is asymptotically normal. Downer, 
Siddiqui and Yevjevich {1967) studied the distribution of 
positive and negative run-lengths (runs above and runs 
below a specified truncation level) for sequences of 
independent identically distributed random variables and 
applied it to the normal case. They have shown that 
{N: } is a sequence of independent identically d i stributed 
J 
random variables with probability mass functions 




and moments are 
EN:° 1 EN . 1 2 . 22 = = J q I J p 





I var N ~ = 
J 
For the case with p = q = 1/2, 
P(N:° = k) = P(N-: 
J J 
EN:° = EN . J J 
and 
N:° -var = var N , J J 









Llamas (1968) studied the case of standard one-parameter 





- ,- a-1 exp (-a-t ia) (a+t~a) dt 2 . 27 
r (a) 
He obtained for u = O, p = F(O) = P (a,a) and q = 1-P(a ,a) 
where P (a ,a) is the incomplete Gamma function 
P(a, ei) 2.28 
Llamas and Siddiqui (1969 ) studied the case of a 
sequence of a two-dimensional process (X , Y ) , n = 1, n n 
2, •• o, where these two variates are actually independent 
19 
and have a common distribution function F {x,y). Given two 
l evels, u 1 and u 2 , such that O < F(u1 ,u2 ) < 1, they 
defined four possible events 
Then-th value is associated with the sign minus for both 
sequences, if A n occur s, and with the sign plus i f D n 
occurs. A sequence of k consecutive A's followed and 
preceded by any other event is a negative run of length k. 
A sequence of k consecutive D's, f ?llowed and p r eceded 
by any other event, i s a positive run of length k, and 
for the initial run the requirement of "preceded by" is 
dropped . Then if 
P (A ) ~ n 
P(Ac ) = n 
they have shown 
P {N~ = J 
i s the set complement of 
F(u1 ,u2 ) = q , 
p 
k ) k-1 = pq 
A n and 
2 . 29 
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EN . 1 and N , g_ = var = J p J 2 p 
2 . 30 
analogous relationships hold for N°: 
J 
for its correspondi ng 
values p and q. 
2 . 4 Distribution Theory of Runs of Dependent Random Var i a-
bles 
For a Markov chain with two states (0) and (1) Cox 
and Miller (1965) give the distri bution of the recurrence 
time of state O, designated by 0 N , as 
P(N° = k) = aS(l-S)k- 2 for k = 2,3, •.. 
and 
P(N° = 1) = 1-a 
The transiti on probabili ty matrix is 
p = 0 [1-a a. J 
1 S 1-S 





2 .3 2 
2 . 33 
2.34 
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Similar relationships hold for the recurrence t i me of 
state 1, designated by N', by interchanging a and e. 
He i ny (1968) defines the followi ng variables 
P(X . > u lx, 1 > u) = r J J-
P {X i < u l x , 1 > u ) = s J J-
with r + s = 1 . He found the following relati onshi ps to 
be valid for a Markov Gaussian provess { X . } 
J. 
P(N+ = k lx 1 > O) = srk-l [1 + O{p
2 ) ] , k = 1,2,3, •• 2 . 35 
and 





where O(p2 ) indicates an express i on which becomes negli-
g i ble for smal l values of p • He also found an appr oxi-
mation for the conditional joint probability mass funct i on 
of the first j pos i t i ve and negative runs, given x 1 > 
O, as follows, 
P(N°: = 
J 
n . , 
J 
N , = m. , 
J J 
22 
n 1-1 m1-1 n 2-1 m2-1 n . -1 m . -1 2 = sr tv sr tv • . . sr J tv J [ 1+0 ( p ) ] 2.38 
where 
t = P (X , > u I X , 1 < u) , v = P (X , < u I X • 1 < u) , and J - J- J J- -
t + V = 1 
This treatment, however, has the disadvantages t hat i t i s 
based on a conditional probability that x l > u I and 
it is applicable only to very small values of p s i nce 
errors 0 (p 2) may be large for larger vr;1lues of p . 
2.5 The Multivariate Normal Integral 
Gupta (1963a ) presents an exhaustive bibl i ography on 
the multinormal integral and related topics, and also gave 
a survey (Gupta 1963b) of the work on the same top i c . For 
a detailed review, the reader is r efer red t o these two 
references. Only that part, which is not overlappi ng with 
these references, and related to mathematical developments 
i n the following chapters i s reviewed here . The multi-
normal integral is involved in the theory of runs of 
dependent normal variables because it is directly related 
to the following problem of h autocorrelated random 
variables, z1 , z2 , ... ,zh. If these variables follow the 
standard multivariate normal distribution, the probl em to 
23 
solve is the probability that all h variables are simul-
taneously positive. Let us define a new sequence of random 
variables as follows 
1 for z . > 0 
J. 
x . = J. 
-1 for z . < 0 
J. 
Now the problem is the probability that all h variables 
are simultaneously positive. Let this probabi l i ty be 
Pm(h+} where the subindex m indicates that the truncat i on 
level of definition of {x . } corresponds to the median of 
1 
the distribution of {Z . }. For r ,, = EX . X. 
1 J.J 1 J 
(1955} gives for any h > 4 
For p • • = E z . z . , J.J 1 J 
r .. J.J = 
2 arcsin 'If p •• J.J = ~ [p . . + 0 ( p ~ . ) J . 'If J.J J.J 
McFadden 
2 . 39 
2 . 40 
If Eq. 2.40 is substituted into Eq. 2.39, Eq. 2.39 becomes 
24 
arcsih p. , + 
1] 
~ \ ( 
2 l P1· J, pk " k ' . 1 X, 'IT R. > > J >1 ~ 





For the bivariate case the result is known as Sheppard's 
(1898) theorem of median dichotomy and is expressed as 
2 .43 
This Eq. 2.43 is tabulated by the National Bureau of Stan-
dards (1959) for p varying from Oto 1, with increments 
of 0.01 . For the trivariate case the following result is 
given by David (1953) as 




MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
3.1 Definition of Runs 
A series is cut at many places by an arbitrary hori-
zontal truncation level u, and the relationship of this 
constant u to all other values of the process serves as 
,a basis for the definition of runs in this study. 
The number of values of a discrete sequence between 
an upcrossing of the truncation level and the following 
downcrossing is defined in this study as a positive run. 
Similarly, a negative run is defined as the number of 
values of a discrete series between a downcrossing and 
the next upcrossing as shown in the lower graph of Fig. 
3.1. They are designated as N: = the length of the j-th 
J 
positive run, and N: = the length of the j-th negative 
J 
run. The j-th total run is defined as 
N . = N: + N , I with j = 1, 2 , •• G J J J 
definit i ons T: - intervals The for I T , and T . as J J J 
of positive and negative runs of a continuous process are 
analogous to the definitions of runs of discrete time 
series. Other parameters used in literature as definitions 
of various runs of discrete time series are: 
1. Sum of deviations associated with positive runs. 
2. Sum of deviations associated with negative runs. 





--l N~ 2 
I I 
I I I I 
t 
n 
Fig. 3.1 Definition of positive and negative runs for a 
given truncation level. Upper graph refers to 
a continuous series and lower graph to a dis-
crete series. 
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3. Number of positive runs. 
4. Number of negative runs. 
5. Number of total runs. 
The continuous time series are treated most extensively 
in related literature and the following parameters, besides 
T:° ' T . and T . are used: J J J 
1. Areas above truncation level. 
2. Areas below truncation level. 
3. Number of positive runs. 
4. Number of negative runs. 
5. Number of total runs. 
6. Time interval between successive peaks. 
7. Time inte rval between successive troughs . 
All of them are random variables as random functions of 
the process {X .} 
1 
and the truncation level u . It should 
be noted that u does not need to be a constant. It may 
be a periodic function, or even a stochastic variable . 
When u is not a constant the determination of the chara-
cteristics of runs becomes complex , The properties of runs 
can be directly used in many water resources problems. If 
u determines the level of demand, and if this level is 
not reached, a drought occurs . If a flooded area begins 
for x > u and flood damage is a function of the time 
during which x > u then the distribution of positive 
run-length determines the character of flooding. If a 
given type of run is regionalized, or shown over an area, 
,,. 
28 
with its isolines, then the r egional phenomena of droughts, 
floods and similar phenomena may be studied for their pro-
babilities of recurrence {Yevjevich 1967 ) . 
3 c 2 Probabilities of Run-Lengths 
For purposes of simplicity the following notation is 
adopted by the writer. 
P {x 1 < u, x 2 c u, • • • ,xk ~ u, xk+l > u , xk+2 > u , . •• xk+j > u } 
P (k- , +) = 'J . 
with k = 1, 2, • •• j = 1 , 2 , . . . , and 
X , > u } 
J 
The probability of being not less than 




j 1s derived 
3 .1 
The p r obability- m?--ss function of is der ived as 
P (N1 = j ) ~ P (N1 > j) - P (N~ > j +l ) 3.la 
The evaluation of the Joint probabilities P (k-,j+ ) 
requires the joint probability distribution of the var i ab l es 
29 
x1 , x2 , .•• , which i s considered in following sections o 
This joint distribution is assumed to be multivariate 
normal. 
3.3 Stationary Gaussian Processes 
Consider an arbitrary Gaussian process, i.e., a 
process for which the joint distribution of X , o •• X n 1 n 2 
is multivariate normal . These multivariate normal distri-
butions, of all orders, are completely characterized by 
(a) 
(b) 
the mean E(X ), as a function of n, and n 
the covariance matrix, cov(X , X } , as a 
nl n2 
function of 
A Gaussian process is s tric tly stationary if and only 
if the mean is constant and the covariance function depends 
only on the lag time n 2-n1 o For any stationary process 
In particular, y( O) = var (Xn) is a constant. The func-
tion y(k) is the autocovariance function and 
r(k) y (k) = y{of 3 .2 
is the autocorrelation function that specifies the correla-
tion coefficient between values of the process k time 
i ntervals apart. 
30 
Let X ,} be a stationary Gaussian process with zero 
1 
mean and variance unity . Then the probability density func-
tion of X is given by, 
1 exp ( -
2 I f(x) X = 2 12:rr 3.3 
The bivariate probability density of X, and X with 
EX . 
1 = EX . = 0 J 




21T 11-p , . lJ 
1 j 
x , = var x , = 1 is 1 J 
exp [ - ~ ( x f- 2 p xix j + x ~ } ] 
' 
where p. , is the correlation coefficient between X , lJ 1 
and X , . The multivariate normal probability density 
J 
function of takes a more complex form 
and is considered in section 3.5 . 
3.4 
A corre lation matrix of random variables x1 , x2 , •.. , 
X is a p by p matrix with the . elements p ,, represent-p lJ 
ing the corre lation coefficients between any two variables, 
X , and X , • 
1 J 
It i s a symmetric matrix since p '' = p ' ' Jl lJ 
and obviously all elements of the main diagonal are unity. 
For a stationary process we have 
p ' ' lJ 3.5 
and therefore all elements of a given diagonal are identical o 
The correlation matrix of a stationary process can be 
written as 
31 
3.4 Ergodic Processes 
If the random process {X } is weakly stationary and n 
if the expected values and crossproduct functions which are 
def ined by ensemble averages as 
00 
EX = J X dF (x) ' 3.6 _.., 
"" ()0 
E(XiXi+K) = I J X , xi+k dF (x . , xi+k ) l l 3 .7 -oo - oo 
may be calculated by per forming corresponding t i me averages 
as 
1 N EX , = lim N s- X , l "' l N...,..,., i= l 
3 . 8 
l N 
E (XiXi+k) = lim l xixi+k ' N...,.., N 1=1 
3.9 
32 
then the process is said to be weakly ergodic. If the pro-
cess is Gaussian and i s weakly stationary and weakly ergodic, 
then it is also strictly stationary and strictly ergodic, 
i.e., all ensemble averaged s tatistical properties are 
deducible from the corresponding time averages . 
Hence the verificati on of self-stationarity for a 
single time ser i es justifies an assumption o f stationarity . 
3.5 The Multivariate Normal Probability Density Functi on 
A generalizati on of the normal dis tr ibution to p 
variables is 
dF = 1 1 ~ ~ p . exp {- 2 l l a .kx .xk J IT dx . , ( 2 '1T) P/ 2 /fRT j=l k=l J J j=l J 3 . 0 
where the variables x1 , x2 , .oo XP have means zero and 
variances unity. Also, IRl is the determinant of the 
correlation matrix of these v ariables and a . k are the 
....-2-
elements of the inverse of the correlation matrix . The - ---------....... ..., ..... _ .. -:. .. ,~, .... ~----~~ .......................... ~--... , .. .... 
characteristic f unction of thi s distribution, however, is 
not expressed in t e rms of the inverse of the correlation 
matrix, but in terms of the e l ements of the corre lation 
matrix itself; thi s i s an interesting property which can 
be taken advantage of for f i nding the probabilities of 
runs. The characteristic function is 
¢ ( t ) = exp {- ½ I 1 
i=l j=l 
p • • t . t ' } l.J ]. J 3 . 11 
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3.6 Joint Probabilities of Eq. 3.1 
In order to find an expression for the joint probabil-
ities involved in Eq. 3 .1, the ~:win g___a ~;e~i<:,>,!!§ are 
made: 
1. It is assumed the annual hydrologic time series 
of precipitation and runoff are stationary . However some 
of these hydrologic time series have a small degree of non-
stationarity. It comes either from man-made changes in 
river basins and around the precipitation gaging stations, 
or from the inconsistency in data (Yevjevich 1964). These 
latter series are made stationary by corrections befor e 
the theory of runs, as discussed here, is applied. 
2. The process of annual values i s assumed to be a 
Gaussian process or approximately so . This assumption is 
justified from the point of view that some runs are dis-
tribution free (independent of the underlyi ng d i str i butions 
of {X . }). This point will be treated in more detail in 
]. 
chapter IV. 
3 . It is also assumed that the stationary processes 
of annual values are standardized for a s impler treatment 
of various problems . Under these assumptions the j oint 
probabilities involved in Eq . 3 . 1 can be expressed as 
u u 
J. . . J J. . . f dF 3 .12 
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Substitution of dF by its equivalent in Eq o 3.10 gives 
u u c:o "'-
1 r r r r /2 1/2 J • • • J ./ • • 0 J 
( 2 1r ) p I R I -:x, - <X> u u 
I ~~
k j 
where p = j + k. 
J' l '?> 
1 exp {- 2 I j=l 
3 . 13 
Equati on 3.12 is then a multinormal integral. No explicit 
expression exists for the genera l case of the multinormal 
integral. A great deal of effort has been dedicated in 
this study to finding express i ons for several cases of this 
multinormal integral, so that spec i fic numbers can be 
assigned to probabilities of runs . Th i s is d iscussed in 
the next chapter . 
3.7 Joint Probabilities of Eq . 3 . 1 and Probabilities o f 
Runs for q = . 5 . 
The mathematical developments in the following secti ons 
are applicable to both i ndependent and dependent processes . 
The i ndependent case is cons idered as a particul ar case of 
the dependent case with p " • = 0 . 
1 ) 
Throughout the text the 
subscript m refers to a probability truncation level of 
the median . 
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Probabilities of the type P (j + ) - McFadden's m 
expression, given by Eq . 2.41, is used as a starting 
basis for developing an expression for evaluati on of these 
probabilities. For a stationary dependent . __ process the 
......---··· --·· 
following equations are derived by the writer , after 
renaming variables for convenience of notation . 
i arcsin prs = (arcsin p12 + arcsin p1 3 S >r >l + . • • + 
arcsin plj) + (arcsin p23 + arcsin p24 + ••• + arcs i n P 2j) 
+ . • . + arcsin p • 1 . . J- , J 
But it is known that the condition of stationarity impl i es 
Prs = P ls-r j 
Hence, 
r arcsin prs = (arcsin pl + a r csin p 2 + ••• s >r >l 
+ arcsin pj_1 ) + (arcsin pl+ arcsin p2 + . • . 
+ arcsin pj_ 2 ) + ••. + arcsin pl 
36 
= (j-1) arcsin pl+ (j-2) arcsin p2 + • c • + 
arcsin p . 1 J-
j-1 
= I {j-r ) arcsin pr 
r=l 
3 . 15 
The second summation in Eq o 2o41 can be rewritten for a 
stationary process, after renaming variables for convenience 
of notation, as follows, 
( P ' 3 " 2 p ' l " + P - 3 ' l p ' 2 " + p ' 3 " p ' 2 -' l ) J- ,J- J- , J J- ,J- J- ,J J- ,J J- ,J-
3 . 16 · 
Equation 3.16 can be rewritten as 
2 l+ ( j -3 ) 
p J. 2 ( j-3) 
2 
3 pl 3 + O(p 1 ) = (j-2) (j-3) 2 + O(p 1 ) 3 ol7 
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for a first order autor egressive p r ocess, s i nce 
Thi s i s the bas i c dependence mode l that will be cons i der e d 
i n thi s study for f i t ting sequences of annua l prec i p ita t i on 
a nd runoff. The select ion of the fir s t o r de r aut o r egr e ss i ve 
process as a bas i c dependence model is j ustif i ed on the 
bas i s of an autocorrelati on analysis made on annual 
sequences of r unoff from a g l obal sampl e a n d annual 
sequences of precipitati on from the Wester n United State s 
b y Yevjevi ch (1 964 ). According to thi s study the s eque nce s 
of annual precipitati on a r e close t o i ndep e n dent time 
ser i es and the sequences of annua l runo ff c a n b e fitte d by 
using a first order autoregress i ve mode l. The r eader is 
r eferred to th i s study for a comprehensive analys i s o f 
this problem. Substituti on of 3 .15 and 3.16 into 2 . 41 
gives 
p ( , + ) 
m J = 1 + 2J 
1 j-1 l 
r= l 
( j- 4 ) a rc s in p + r 
1 
J - 1 2 2 rr 
3.18 
a nd f i nally, negl ecti ng terms cont a i n ing p , 
J 
f o r j > 3 
[(j - l) arcs i n pl + (j -2 ) a~cs i n p 2 ] 
+ 1 ( ) 2 + O(p 3 ) j - 1 2 (j- 2 ) j-3 p l 
2 7T 
3 . 1 9 
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Probabi l ities of the type P (1-,j+) - By definition m 
0 co co 




Equation (3.20) can be written as 
0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
J J ••• I dF = J J ... J dF - J . • • f dF 
-oo ~ -co ~ ~
j j j+l 
3.21 
Hence, for j=i 
P ( 1 - , 1 +) = 1 P ( 1 +) P { 2.+) = -4
1 - !__2 arcs i n p • 3 . 2 2 m · . ,. m , .... m '1T 
For j=2 
3 .2 3 
1 + i arcsin [ ½ + !._(2 arcsin + arcsin p 2 )] = 4 2n Pi - Pi 4 '1T 
1 i arcsin 3.24 = 8 - :r; P2 
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For j ~ 3, values of Pm(l-,j+) can be found by means 
of Eq. 3 . 21 . 
Probabilities of the type Pm(k-,j +) with k > 2 -
By definition 
0 0 00 "" 
p (k- . +) = r r I C .• I dF m ,J ./ e • a ~ 
~
k j 
where the sequence of random variables involved is 
3 . 25 
i X , , 
l 







1 2 3 k+ j 
3 . 26 
The multiple integral g iven by Eq o 3 . 25 can be transformed 
to another multiple i ntegral having al l limits of inte -
gration between zero and infinity by means of the following 
transformation; define a new sequence of random variables 
{Xf . as follows, 
40 
* x. = - x. 
l l 
for i = 1,2, ... ,k 3.27 
* x. = x . 
l l 
for i = k+l, k+2, o• •, k+j 3 . 28 
then it is clear that 
* EX . = 0 for i = 1,2, •.. ,k+j 
l 
3.29 
* Exix:= EX1X0 - pl , for { i' -12 k· 0 -l 2 k } :t, :t, - ~ Jl.-il - f 1•o•f ,:,,- f 1••• 
for {i = k+l,k+2, ... ,k+j; JI.= k+l,k+2, .. • k+j } 
for {i = l, .. . ,k; JI.= k+l, .. o ,k+j } 0 3 . 30 
* The correlation matrix of {X , } is then 
1 2 
1 f 1 pl 
2 pl 
3 P2 



















, 3 . 31 
I 
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The distribution function of * . •• , xk+ j is stan-
dard multivariate normal with matrix of correlation 
* * coefficients R , denoted by F Also by definition of 
the sequence * { X . } ' l 
{Xl < u, x 2 < u, .c .,Xk < u, Xk+l > u, Xk+ 2 > u, . • . , 
xk+j > u } , 
if and only if 
* > u, .. • , xk+j > u 
and the probability in which we are interested can be 
wri tten as 
P (k- . +) m 'J = 
00 00 
* dF 3.32 
Notice that Pm(k-,j+) has exactly the same expression 
that Pm[ (k+j)+] has, with the only difference that the 
* former one involves F, whereas the latter one involves 
F • Hence p (k - ' ) m ,J has an equation similar to Eq. 2 . 41 : 
42 
with 
* * * l arcsin prs = 
s >r >l 
l arcsin Pr,r+l + I arcsin p r >l r >l r,r+21 
3.34 
if the terms that involve the serial correlation of lag 
equal to or greater than three are neglected o Also it can 
be easily verified that for k > 2 
r * arcsin Pr,r+l = (k+j-3) arcsin pl r>l 3.35 
1 arcsin Pr,r+2 (k+j-6) arcsin r>l = P2· 3.36 
The terms can be neglected because 
they are , at most, of the order of * 2 * * ( P 2) and ( P 3 P 1) 
respectively, and the second summation in Eq. 3 .33 can 
be expressed as 
l 
u>t >s >r .> l 
\ * * 
l 0 r r +l 0 s,s+l s >r >l ' 
= (k+j-s) Pi 
Substitution of equations 3 . 34, 3.35, 3.36, 3.37, into 
Eq. 3.33 gives 
p (k- J' +)= 1 + k+1 _ 1 [(k+J' -3)arcsin pl+ m ' 2k+ j 2 J n 
3 .37 
43 
+ (k+j-6) arcsin p 2] + 
1 (k+j-2) (k+j-5) p 21 2k+J-27T2 
Notice that - + p (k 'j ) depends only on k+j and not on m 
the specific values of k and j . It follows then 
P (4 - , +) rn 'J = 
This is an important property because it implies it is 
not necessary to compute all sequences Pm(k-,j ~ ) but 
. t ' h t f ' d P ( . +) (1- . +) P ( 2- , +) 1 is enoug o 1n m J , Pm . ,J , m ,J 
3.39 
in 







p (k - . + } 
m 'J 
p [2- t (j+k) +] 
m 
This equation in combination with Eq. 3.la gives the 
probability mass function of 
3 . 40 
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3 . 8 Distribution of Runs {N: } and {N: } 
l. l. 
So far the formulas for the d i stribution o f as 
given by Eq . 3 . 40 have been developed by the writer . The 
distribution of N1 is the same because of the symmetry 
of the normal distributi on about the truncation l eve l o f 
the median o In the fo l lowing sections it will be es-
tablished that the sequence of runs are identically 
distributed at least within the degree of approximation 
that have been worked out o 
The distribution of N; and N2 - The j o int distri-------------------
bution of the vari ables 
definition 
Nt , N~ , N; and N2 i s by 
i. 
3 . 41 
The r esult expressed by Eq , 3 o32 can be easily extended 
for t he probabilities invo l ved in Eq . 3.41, fol lowing the 




* jl R = 
jl+j I 
j +i +j -!-i 
I I 2 2 
An analogous result is obtained for 
Substitution in Eq. 3.41 gives 
+ prob{N1 = * = p m 
46 
Notice that the right side of the equation does not vary 
if j 1 and j 2 are interchanged. This implies that the 
marginal distributions of and 
-the distributions of N2 and 
argument applies to the sequence 
-
are identical . .. Also 
are identical . . The same 
+ + - + 
Nl' Nl, N2, N2,~ .. Nk, 
Nk. The conclusion is that runs are therefore a sequence 
of identically distributed random variables . . The runs are 
also a stationary process in the mean and the variance if 
{X} is a stationary process. n 
3. 9 Probabilities of Runs of Stationary Dependent Gaussian 
Processes for Any Truncation Level 
Throughout this subchapter the concern is . with the 
evaluation of probabilities of the t ype 
prob (x1 < u, ... , Xk < u , xk + 1 > u , . . . , 
xk+j > u) 
where u i s, in general, a different value from zero . of 
the standardized vari a b l e, X, and q = F (u) . Fo r 
simplicity of notation, the subindex q i s dropped, . and 
it will be used onl y when i t is . necessary_to '. refer _to . it . 
and P(l-,1+) - In the case --------------------'--Probabilities P(2+) 
of one variable the following e xpre ssion obviously holds 
00 





where F(u) is the standard normal distribution function. 
In the case of two variables 
2 2 
00 00 x . -2 xixi+l+xi+l 
l? (2+) 1 J r l dx1dxi+l = exp 21r/1-p2 J 2(1-p 2) u u 
3.46 
2 2 u 00 xi- 2pxixi+l+xi+l - + 1 r J P(l ,1 ) = ; exp dx . dx.+l 
21r /1- p 2 2(1-p 2 ) l l • -oo u 
3.47 
These two probabilities are related as follows 
u 
00 00 00 "" CX) 
P(l-,1+) = f J dF = J J dF - J J dF = l-F (u ) -P (2~). 3.48 
- oo u - oo u u u 
Bivariate tables are given by the National Bureau of Stand-
ards (1959 ) for ± p = from Oto .95, with intervals Oo05; 
and from 0.95 to 1, with intervals, 0 . 01; and variates in 
the range from Oto 4, with intervals 0 . 1, to 6 or 7 
deci mal places. Al so Ze l en and Severo (1960) give charts 
for reading the bivari ate normal i ntegral value with an 
error of 1 per cent or less . 
Probability P(3+) - In the case of three variables 
00 '.Xl 00 
p 
j J f dF 3.49 
u u u 
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th i s i ntegral has been evaluated i n terms of the tetrachoric 
seri es expans ion by Kendall (1941) and is exp ressed as 
\ 
l 
j ,k, £ 




Hk+£-l(u) f (u) 3.50 
where F(u) is the standard normal probability density 
function, H (x) r i s the rth Hermite polynomial defined 
by 
and j, k, i can take the values O, l , 2, . . . 
The first five Hermite p olynomi als are 
HO = 1 
Hl = u 
H2 
2 - 1 = u 
H3 
3 -3u = u 
H4 
4 -6u 2 + 3 = u 
HS 
5 -lOu 3 + 15u = u 
3.51 
Probabilities of the type P(j+ ) - The tetrachori c ____________ __........._ _ -"-'"----'-
series expansion for the trivariate case g i ven by Kendall 
(1941), can be general i zed to the multivari ate case by 
following the procedure indicated below . At thi s point, 
recall that the rnult i normal probability dens i ty funct i on is 
49 
expressed in terms of the elements of the inverse of the 
correlation matrix. A direct integration of the multi-
normal p.d.f. would imply an inversion of this correla-
tion matrix if the integral is evaluated in terms of the 
correlation coefficients. This can be avoided, if the 
Fourier transform of the multinormal characteristic 
function is expressed in terms of the correlation coef-
ficients themselves and this expression is integrated. 
This is a parallel procedure to the one followed by 
Kendall (1941) in his tetrachoric expansion for the 
trivariate case. In the following the wri ter develops 
a generalization of the tetrachoric expans i on to the 
multivariate case. By definition 
P {j+ ) = f r dF I ~ J 
u u '--------.---,, 
j 
00 oc :,0 "" 1 r dx1 .•. 
r r r ¢(t)exp (- i t'x) dt1 · · ·dtj = J dx , " . .. ; (2 rr) j J J_ oo u u - m 
3 . 53 
where 
t'x = 1




~ , JI 
L J_ 
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Also , ¢(t} can be rewritten as 
¢(t) = exp[-½ (rt~+ 2 l p 1ktitk)l 3.55 i=l l k>i >l 
But using the exponential series expansion 
(- l)r( ~ )r 
' l l p ' kt ' tk r. k . 1 1 1 > 1~ I 
3.56 
( 
Then the substitution in Eq. 3 . 53 gives 
where 
r 
... +p2nt2tn + . .. + Pn-1,ntn-ltn] 3 · 58 
3.59 
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sl = 1 12 + 113 + . . . + 1 1n 
S2 = il2 + i 23 + + i . 3 . 60 2n 
s = 1 1n + 1 2n + + i n n-1,n 
Substitution of Eq. 3.54 and Eq . 3 . 57 into Eq . 3.53 gives 
00 00 00 
1 
(2rr } j 
I dx1··· 
u 
f dx . f J_oo u 
00 
·l {-1) r 
r=O 
By adopting the notation 
Equation 3 . 61 can be written as 
00 
oc 
r ,, exp 
- co 
00 
1 ~ t~ - 2 L 1 
i= l 
3 . 61 
A (p,i). 
3 . 62 
P ( j +)= 1 ~ (-l) r l A (p,i) J dx1 .•• J dxj (2 rr) j r~O ~
j 
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exp [-1 f t2] 2 . 1 1 1= 
This i s the product of j i ntegrals, the first of which is 
and the 
i n X 
i 
00 
r exp , 
1 
2n 
remaining j-1 integrals 
and t , . Si nce, 
1 
[ - t 2] l s (-itx) dt 2 t exp = 
Eq. 3.6 4 i s equal to 
00 
3.64 
are similar ~xpressions 
dr 00 r (- ~ t 2 ) exp d (-ix)r J - oo 
2n (-i)rH {x ) f(x) • r 
3.65 
( - i ) r f dx H ( x} f ( x ) = ( - i ) r H l ( u ) f ( u ) , r r- 3.66 u 
and Eq. 3 . 63 is equal to 
53 
00 
f A {p,i ) H 1 (u) . • oH 1 (u ) ~ s 1 - SJ"-r=O 
{i } 
i i 12 n-1,n 
00 pl p 
j f u ) 'i' 2 . .. n-1,n H (u) H (u) 
= f • · r~O 1 12 1 i - 1 , sl-l · •• sJ.-l • . • • n- , n. 
{i } 
It i s convenient to notice at this poi nt that the definition 
of the Hermite polynomials, given by Eq . 3.57, applies 
only to r = 0, 1, 2,; .. For r = -1, H_ 1 Cx ) is defined 
by means of Eq . 3.66 as follows 
Define 
and 
H_ 1 (u ) f(u ) = 
00 
f H (x)f {x ) dx = 1-F {u) 
0 u 
H l (u) s -1 
Hs .-l(u ) = TI{ H) ' 
J 
then Eq . 3~67 qan be rewritten as 
oc, 
P (j+) = fj ( u ) l A (p ,i }TI{H) 
I=O 
3 . 68 
3. 69 
54 
=fj(u) [ I A(p , i)II (H) + I A{p,i)II(H)+ 
I=O I=l 
l A ( p , i) II (H) l + 0 ( p 3 ) 
!=2 
[ ] 
j [ f 2 (u ) u 2 2 f 4 (u) '1..~ pp ' 
-- _ 1-F(u) 1 +--~~ {I p + 2 lP } + 4 pfp ' [1-F(u)J 2 [1-F(u)] 
3.69 
At this point recall the stationarity condition 
hence , 
55 
r p~ = (j-l)pi + (j-2)p~ 
. l 1 1= 
3 .70 
3. 71 
3 . 72 
Finally, substitution of Eq. 3.70, 3.71 and 3.72 into Eq . 
3.69 gives, 
P(j+) 
j [1 + 2 = [ 1-F (u) J f (u) {(j-l)pl + (j-2)p2 2 [1-F (u)] 
2 
[<j-l)pi + (j-2) p; J + f 4 (u) { {j-2) (j-3) 2 u + 2 4 2 pl [1-F {u)] 
+ (j-3) (j-4) P1P2 } + uf3 (u) 3 { (j-2) P1P2 
2 [1-F (u )] 
+ (j- 2 )p f + (j-3)p~} + O(p 3 )]. 3.73 
Probabilities of the type P(l-j+ ) - By definition 
- .+ P(l ,J ) = 
u 00 00 
J J o 0 0 J 





"" "" .., .., .., 
= f f r dF f r dF ., J J _ .., u u u ll 
~ ~
j j+l 
3 . 74 
~ \, 1/ ~\.f 
these can be evaluated by means of Eq. 3 . 26. 3 ~} Li~~ 
Probabilities of the type P (k-,j+) - A similar pro-
' · 
cedure to the one followed previously follows. By defini-
tion 
u u "" QO 
P(k-,j+) = r • 0 • r r f dF J J J _.., _.., u u 
~-~
k j 
u u QO QO 
= 1k+' f o• · J f .. . J ~(t) exp(- it'x) 
( 2 '11 ) J - w _ .., u u 
~~
k j 
Using the expansion of the multinormal characteristic 
function given by Eq. 3 . 57, 
... u u 
P (k-,j+) 1 ,, {-1) r l A(p,i) f dx1 • . . 
I' 




tf ) r dxk+1 · ·· f dxk+j 1 J \' exp(-it'x) .J 2 l u u i=l 
3 .7 5 
3. 7 6 
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dx1_£ exp ( - 1 t2 ) t sl 2 1 1 exp ( - it 1 x 1 ) dtl 
integrals of the type 
00 
Taking into account Eq. 3.65, 3.77 is equal to 
r (-r) 
u 
J dxH (x)f(x) r -oo 
and Eq . 3 , 78 is equal to 
00 
J dxH (x) f (x) ::a a (u) . r r u 






P (k- , j+ ) = I A(p,i) ac (u) • •• ac (u)a (u) •• • a. (u ) . 
sl sk sk+l sk+j I=O 
3.81 
The sequences { a (u) } and C {o. (u)} can be expressed as 
a (u) = 1-F(u) 0 
a (u) = Hr-l (u)f(u) for r = 1, 2, ••. r 
C F (u) a (u ) = 0 
C 
Hr-l (u)f(u) for 1,2, . • . , 3.82 a (u ) = - r = r 
58 
and I i s defined as in Eq . 3 . 68 0 
Let us define 
then 




a {u) = II (a) 
sk+j 
QO 
P(k-,j+) = I A(p,i)rrc(a)TI (a) 
I=O 
But for I= O , 
A (p, i) = 1 
C C _ k k 
TI (a ) = [ o.
0 
(u) J = F (u) 
r Jj ' ]j TI a) = lo.
0





3 . 87 
P (k-,j+ ) = Fk(u) [ l-F(u)]j + I A (p ,i)Tic(a)TI{a) + O(p 3L 
I=l,2 
Distribution of N1 - This distribution can be writt en 
now for any truncation level provided the express ions are 










3 . 90 
These probabilities are evaluated by means of equations 
3.73, 3.74, and 3.89 respectively. Equation 3 . 90 in com-
bination with Eq. 3.la gives the probability mass function 
of N+ 1 
Distribution of N1 - By definition 
P(N~ > j) = 
00 
p(j-) + l P (k+, j -) 
k=O 
where 
u, ••• ,x , < u) 
J -
Consider 
where u' and p are defined as 
p = F (u') = 1-F(u} = 1-q 
3.91 
3 . 92 
3.93 
3 . 94 
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Then because of the symmetry of the normal distribution, 
p (' ) q J 
p (k- .+,-p ,J 
The distri~ution of N1 is 
l 
k=l 
p (k - . + ) 
p "' J 
3.95 
3 . 96 
and these probabilities are evaluated by means of equations 
3 . 73, 3. 74, and 3 . 89 respectively . The probability mass 
function of N1 is derived as 
P(Ni = j) = P(Ni > j) - P(Ni > j+l ) 3 . 96a 
The joint distribution of N1, N1 , N;, N; - By defi-
nition 
Prob l, N+l -- ' N- ' N+ J 1 ' 1 = 1 1' 2 = 
The result expressed by equations 3.81, 3.85, and 3.89 
can be extended to the joint probabilities involved in 
Eq . 3 . 97 . Following the same procedure used for the 





C $a ••• a a 
sjl+il+l sjl+il+j2 sjl+il+j2+l 
.a 
sjl+il+j2+i2+1 3 . 98 
a completely analogous result is obtained for 
In Eq. 3 . 98, if we interchange the places of and 
the result does not vary because we are considering all 
possible permutations of {i} This implies that the 
marginal distribution of N+ 1 and 
N+ 
2 are identical. This 
also holds for Nl and N2 . 
The distributions of N+ and Nk - The same argument k 
explained in the previous sub-section applies to the 
sequence {N
1
; i = l,. o.,k } and the result is that it 
i s a sequence of identi cal l y distributed random varia-
b l es with distribution function given by Eq . 3 . 90 0 The 
same is true for the sequence { N . ; i = l, .. . ,k 
1 
which 
is also a sequence of identically distributed random 
variables with distribution fucntion given by Eg o 3 . 96 . 
Joint probabilities with errors O (p 2 ) - Some equa-
tions for joint probabilities, developed so far, have 
been of an infinite series expansion type. Some others 
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. . ( 3 . h a v e been expressions with errors O p ) . In t h i s section, 
expressions are developed with e r rors O(p 2 ) for a sta-
tionary Gauss i an process o From Eq o 3 . 73 
P ( j +) = [1-F (u ) j j [1 + f 2 (u) 2 (j-l ) pl] + O(p 2 ) 3 . 99 [1-F (u)] 
where has been assumed to be of the order of 2 p • 
Also, from Eq o 3 . 89, 
P(k-,j +) = Fk(u)[l-F(u)]j + I A(p,i) nc (a) Il (a) + O(p 2 ) 
I=l 
l A (p, i)nc (a) n (a ) 
I = l 
3 . 1 00 
I' c ( ) c( ) ( ) ·· = lP l ct u . c . ct u ct u .. • a tu ) 
s l sk sk+l 8 k+ j 
. , k-2 - j- 2 2 r , 2 l 
= p 1[F (u ) j l 1-F (u ) J . f (u) { (k-1 ) l l -F (u ) j - F (u ) [ 1-F ( U } J 
2 
+ ( j-1 ) [ 1 -F (u ) j } 
2 [ , 2 . 2 
{ (k-1) [1-F(u )] - F (u ) [ 1-F(u)] + {j - 1) 1-F(u ) j } + O(p ) . 
3 .1 01 
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For k = 1 the followi ng equation is used 
in combination with Eg o 3 . 99 . 
64 
Chapte r IV 
RUNS OF STATIONARY DEPENDENT GAUSSIAN PROCESSES 
4 . 1 I ntroduction 
The usua l linear r egression prediction models, namely 
the moving averages and the autoregressive models, can be 
shown to be Gauss i an processes when the independent com-
ponent i s normally distributed . Among these models t he 
first and second order normal autor egressive processes 
are considered because of their broad applicability in 
hydr ology o 
First order autoregressive -process - Suppose ~hat the 
process { X } n i s defined by the recurrence re l ation 
4 . 1 
I t can be solved formally by success ive substi tutions and 
r ewritten as 
then for EX = 0 n 
X = n 










4 . 3 
where !Pl < 1 is r equired for the p r ocess to be stationary o 
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It i s a well known r esult that 
4.4 
It is apparent from Eq , 4 . 2 that the first order auto-
regressive model is a type of movi ng aver age of infinite 
extent. Therefore , { X } n as a linear combi nati on of 
{Z . } is also a sequence of normal variables and a n-1 
Gaussian process e 
Second order autoregressive process - The process is 
defined as 
X = alxn-1 + a2Xn-2 + z 4.5 n n 
Then for EX - o, n 
1-a 2 X 2 4.6 var = ( "{'- 2 2 ,_ 0 l+a2 ) \ J.-a 2 ) -a1 . 
z 
4 . 7 
4 , 8 
are well known results i n li terature. 
4 e2 Probability Mass Function and Moments of Runs 
The following relationship holds between the pro-
bility mass of a g iven run N+ = j and the probability 
66 
distribution funct i ons of runs N+: 
P(N+ = j) = P (N+ > j) - p{N+ > j+l ) • 4 . 9 
The moments of runs are derived by the writer i n the 
following way . By definition the first moment of N+ i s 
00 
EN+= l jP(N+ = j) . 
j=l 
Substitution of Eq. 4 . 9 into Eq . 4 . 10 yields 
"" EN+ = l j[P(N+ > j) - P{N+ > j+l} J 
j=l -
= P(N+ > 1) - P(N+ :::_2) + 2 LP (N+ > 2 ) -
+ e O 0 
= P (N+ > 1) + P {N+ > 2) + • . a 
"" = l P -N+ > j) 
j =-1 
- P(N+ 
Al so, by def i n i tion, the second moment of N+ i s 
00 
E (N+ ) 2 = l j 2 P{N+ = j) 
j=l 
Substitution of Eq . 4 a9 into Eq . 4.12 yields 
4.10 
> 3)] -
4 . 11 
4 . 12 
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"" 
E (N+) 2 \ , 2 [ P(N+ ~ j) - P(N+ j+l)] = J > L -j=l 
= P (N+ > 1) - P(N+ > 2) + 4[P(N+ > 2 ) - P (N+ ~ 3 )] - -
+ 9[P(N~ 3) + 4 )] > - P(N1 > + ... .. -
QO 
= I (2j+l) P(N+ ~j ) 4 . 13 
j=O 
The third moment of N+ is 
00 
E(N+) 3 I . 3 P(N+ j) = J = 
j=l 
= P (N+ > 1) + (23-13) P {N+ > 2) + (33 -23) P (N+ > 3) + • 0 - - -
= P (N+ > 1 ) + 7P(N+ > 2) + 1 9P (N+ > 3 ) + - - -
00 
[j3-(j-1)3] = l P(N+ > j) 
j=l -
4 . 14 
More general the r-th moment of X is 
00 00 




All equations given in this subchapter analogously are 
applicable to N 
4 . 3 Properties of N = N+ + N 
The statistical properties of this variable are rather 
complex due to the fact that N+ and N are not independ-
ent in autoregressive models and their bivariate distribu-
tion is unknown. The only property of N that can be 
calculated on basis of the univariate distribution of N+ 
and N is the mean 
EN= EN++ EN 4 . 16 
This equation can be rewritten in the form 
+ -EN(q) = EN (q) + EN (q) 4 . 17 
where 
q = F(u ) 4 .18 
But 
- + EN (q ) = EN (p) 4 ol9 
because of the symmetry of normal distribution . Substitu-
tion i nto Eq . 4 ol7 yields 
+ + EN (q ) = EN (q) + EN (p} . 4.20 
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4 o4 General Procedur e for Evaluati on of Properties of Runs 
The statisti cal properti es of runs of stationary linear 
Gaussian processes can now be evaluated for any truncati on 
level by using the obtained relationships in thi s chapter 
and in Chapter III o 
The general procedure can be summarized in the 4 
following steps . The equations involved are presented in 
Taple 4 . 1. 
1. The expressions for probabilities P (j +) g i ve 
the probability that, starting at arbitrary time, at least 
the first j values of X are above the truncation level 
specified by q o However, nothing is speci fied about the 
values of X preceding or following the occurrence of 
these j values. They may be e ither above or be l ow the 
truncation level o Therefore it must be kept in mind that 
P (j+) are not probabilities of runs, but they are needed 
for their comput a tion o 
2 . Ca l culati on o f probabilities - + p (k , j ) • These 
express i ons g ive us t he probability that s tarting a t ar-
bitrary time, the first k values of X are below and 
the j subsequent values of X are above the truncation 
l e vel speci f i ed by q. However, nothi ng is specif i ed about 
the values of X preceding or following the occurrence of 
these k+j values . These expressions are not probabilities 
of runs but they are needed for their computat i on o 
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TABLE 4.1 
EQUATIONS FOR THE EVALUATION OF PROPERTIES OF RUNS 
Step Expression Truncation level Any truncation 
of the . median level 
P{l:) 2 . 42 
1 p (2+) 2 , 43 Bivariate p (3+) 2 . 44 tables 
p ( j ) j.::.3 3 .19 3.26 ":·. '11. ' . .1 ;; 
- + 3 . 22 P (1 , 1 . ) 
- "t' 3 . 24 P(l_,2+) 
2 P(l_,j+) , j.::_3 3 . 21 3 . 74 3.38 P(2_,j+ ) 
P (k , j ) , k~ 2 3 . 39 3 . 82 , 3 . 83,3 . 84 
3.89 
P(N+ >j) 3.42 3.96 
3 P(N+;;j) 4 . 9 4.9 
EN+ 4 . 11 
E ('.N~) 2 4 .13 
4 E (N-t-) 3 4 .14 
E(N+)r 4.15 
EN- 4 . 19 
EN 4 .2 0 
3 . Using the express i ons calculated i n steps 1 and 
2, the p robability distribution and the probability mass 
functions of the run-length may be calculated . 
4. Finally, moments of the run-length are calculated 
by using the probability distribution previously obtained . 
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4.5 Properties of Runs of the Firs t Order Autoregressive 
Process 
Positive runs - F;ollowing the procedure indicated in 
the previous section, the properties of runs of the first-
order linear autoregressive model are obtained by a digi tal 
compute r . Five values of the probability truncation level 
q = F(u) and five values of p were used, as indicate d 
in Tables 4 . 2 , 4 . 3 and 4 . 4. For each possible combination 
of q and p the probabilities P (k-,j +) were ca l cu-
lated for j = l,2, o . • ,10 and k = 0, 1, 2, ••• ,10 . Theoret-
i cal ly , the probabilities of runs are given by an infin i te 
series of P (k- ,j+) as given by Eq o 3.90. Actually these 
terms become very smal l for suff i ciently h i gh value s of k . 
In order to determi ne the suffici ently high value of k, 




P{N+ > 1) = 1 
- + +. P t k , 1 ) + P ( 1 ) • 
The value of t i s chosen i n such a way that 
P (l+) 
t 
P (k-,1+) + I > . 99 
k=O 
With this criterion, the error in computing 
4 . 21 
4 . 22 
P (NT 1) 
is set, at most, O. Ol o The following properties of runs 
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TABLE 4.2 
MEAN OF N OF THE FIRST ORDER LINEAR 
AUTOREGRESSIVE GAUSSIAN PROCESS 
~ 0 cl o2 .3 . 4 . 5 
. 3 3 . 33 3.45 3 . 60 3 . 81 4.04 4 . 28 
. 4 2 . 50 2 . 64 2 . 82 3 . 02 3 . 24 3.48 
. s 2 o00 2 , 14 2 o29 2 . 47 2 . 68 2 o92 
.6 1 . 67 1.77 1 . 89 2 o04 2.20 2 . 3 7 
.7 1.43 1.50 1 . 60 1 . 72 l o84 1.99 
TABLE 4 o3 
VARIANCE OF N+ OF THE FIRST ORDER 
LINEAR AUTOREGRESSIVE GAUSSIAN PROCESS « 0 . 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 C 5 
. 3 7 . 77 7.77 8 . 3 7 9 . 35 10 . 42 1 L 55 
o4 3 . 75 4 ~1 9 4 . 89 5 , 68 6 054 7 . 45 
. s 2 . 00 2 o43 2 . 97 3 . 59 4 . 29 5 . 04 
C 6 1 .11 L ,36 1 . 67 2 . 08 2 . 49 2 . 9 3 
. 7 . 61 080 1.00 1. 22 1 . 47 1.71 
TABLE 4 o4 
SKEWNESS OF N+ OF THE FIRST ORDER 
LI NEAR AUTOREGRESS I VE GAUSS I AN PROCESS 
« 0 ol . 2 . 3 • 4 o5 
o3 4 4 .10 114 05 2 1 24 . 84 144.63 1 66 . 69 1 90 06 8 
• 4 15 . 00 48 .7 5 59 . 92 73 .1 0 88 .12 1 0 4 07 5 
• 5 6 - 00 23. 52 30 .7 8 39 081 50 058 62 . 9 7 
. 6 2 . 59 1 0 051 13 . 66 1 8.65 23 . 38 28 , 93 
.. 7 1 . 1 4 5 ~1 3 6 . 85 8 . 90 11 . 28 1 3 . 9 1 
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of the first order autoregressive process are given in 
Appendix A: P(k-,j+) , P(N+ ~ j) and 
k = l,2i•••,10 and j = 1,2, ••• ,10; 
P (N+ = j), with · 
EN+; var(N+) and 
coefficient of skewness of N+. Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4. 4 
summarize the results for the first three moments of N+. 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 give the probabilfty distributions o f 
positive runs of the first order linear autoregressive 
Gaussian process for values of p varying from Oto 0.5 , 
with the increment 0.1 , and values of q from 0.3 to 
0.7, with the increment 0.1 
1.on.--.------.---r----,.------r----,--.------,----, 
q =0 .3 
.80 
.70 
't " ' 50 









I 5 10 
j 
Fig. 4.1 Probability distributions of positive runs o f 
the first order linear autoregressive Gaussian 
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q =0.6 .90 q =0.7 
.80 
Probability distributions of positive runs of 
the first order linear autoregressive Gaussian 
process for q = 0.4, 0.5, 0~6, 0.7. 
10 
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Negative runs - Properties of negative runs ·are found 
by means of Eq . 3 . 95: p (k+ , -) q ,J = p (k- ,+) p ,J It then 
follows 
ENi(q) + = EN1 (p) 4.23 
Ni (q) + var = var Nl(p) 4.24 
skew Ni (q) + = skew N1 (p) 
Total runs - The process of total runs has been 
defined as {N , } = {N: + N: } . Then if the subscript j 
J J J 
is dropped it is obvious that 
EN= EN++ EN 4 . 26 
Figure 4 c3 shows a graph with three different sets of 
1 EN+, EN curves, name y , and EN against q for values 
of p f r om O t o 0 . 5 with the increment 0.1 . 
4 . 6 Reduction of Non-Normal Case to Normal 
Consider the case in which the marginal distribution 
of X , 
1 
is not normal o Let F' be its multivariate 
distribution function ~ then 
- + P' (k ,j ;v) = P (X{ ~ v, .• ,X~ ~ v, X~+l > v, •• o ,X~+j > v) 
4 . 27 
7.0----------------------------------
p= 0.5 
6.01 1 ............._,.............:: I Total Runs -----+l---=----~=---10.4 
0.3 
0 .2 
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q = F( u) 
Mean run-lengths of the first order autoregressive linear Gaussian 




- . + P(k ,J ;u) = P(X1 < u, • • , Xk < u,Xk+l > u, •• o ,Xk+j > u) 
4 . 28 
and the superscript (' ) is r eserved for the non-normal 
case . For a strictly increasing·distribution function F', 
it is always poss i ble to find a unique value u such that 
F' (v} = F(u) = q 4 .2 9 
Now l et us assume that the multivariate d i stribut i on F' 
is such that for all k and j 
P ' (k-,J.+;v ') (k- .+ ) = P ,j ;u 4 . 30 
If the joint probabiliti es are i dentified with a subindex 
denoti ng the probability l evel, t hen 
4 .31 
This equation i mpl i es t ha t the joint probabilities are de-
pendent only on the probability l e v e l q and not on the 
underlying d istribution, as l ong as the condition given by 
Eq o 4 . 30 is satisfied o 
As an examp l e , consider the case of 
normally d i stributed, with 
p (X : < V ) = F I ( V) • 
l 
{ X ~ } 
l 
log-
4 . 32 
7 8 
By definition of the log-normal distribution the following 
relationship holds 
F' (v) = F{log v) = q 4.33 
Let 
P(k-,J.+) = P(X1
1 _< v, • • o ,Xk' X' X' ) < V, k+l > V, •• s , k+j > V 
4 . 34 
= P(log Xi < log v, •• o, log xk < log v, log xk+l > v, •. 
log xk+j > v) 
= P(x1 ~ log v, .. ,xk < log v, xk+l > log v . . ,xk+j > log v) 
4 . 36 
It follows immediately that all properties of run~length 
depend only on q in this case, which is the general case 
as long as Eq G 4 e30 holds . 
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Chapter V 
APPLICATION TO INVESTIGATION OF TIME SERIES 
5 . 1 Introduction 
The hydrologist is concerned with two basic types of 
variables, namely serially independent and serially depen-
dent variables • . The interest is first in testing whether 
they are stationary or not. If they are stationary, further 
tests are concerned with the significance of various models 
of serial dependence . The model is a representation of the 
process and it reflects the statistical characteristics of 
the sequence in terms of parameters which are related to 
the physical properties of the system . 
In the case of investigation of time series by auto-
correlation analysis the parameters involved are the 
serial correlation coefficients, rk. A comparison of the 
computed correlogram with correlograms of theoretical models 
allows one to make inference about the mathemati cal structure 
of the observed time series . Figure 5 . 1 shows the expected 
correlogram of an independent series Erk= - 1/(N-k) with 
var rk = (N-k-1 ) / (N-k ) 2 and with the 95% confidence limits 
of r 1 for a sample size N = 30 , obtained by means of 
Eq . 1 . 6 , In order to test the independence of the observed 
time series a null hypothesis is established as follows. 
The observed time series in an independent sequence o Under 
this hypothesis the 95% confidence limits of r 1 for normal 
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Fig. 5.1 Expected correlogram of an independent series, 
with sample size N = 30 . 
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variables are given in Fig. 5.1. If the calculated value 
of falls inside the confidence interval, this hypo-
thesis is accepted . Otherwise it is rejected. 
In the case of investigation of time series by the 
spectral analysis, the parameters i nvolved are the spectral 
densities Vf , as functions of frequencies, f . Again 
a comparison of the observed variance density spectrum with 
spectra of the known theoretical models permits one to 
infere the mathematical structure of dependence in the 
observed time series. For a discrete time series with 
equal time intervals At, the maximum frequency is given 
by f = l/2At, max 
sample size N, 
and if the t i me series is finite with 
the minimum frequency is given by f ~ = min 
1/NAt . The spectrum has the property that the area 
under the variance density graph represents the total 
variance of the variable in quest i on . Also, the spectr um 
of an independent stochastic series is a straight hori-
zontal line between f . and f min max 
The distribution of the variance density for indepen-
dent variables i s appr oximated by a x2 distribution 
wi th the number of degrees of freedom given by 
V = 2N m 
1 
2 
where m is the maximum number of lags used in computing 
the serial correlation coefficients . 
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For N = 30, m = 4 , ~t = 1, the number of degrees o f free-
dom i s v = 7. The maximum and minimum frequencies are 
given by 
d ensity is 
f = . 5 max and f , = . 0333 . min The mean variance 
2 
(J 
0 . 4667 = 2 . 143 a
2 5 . 2 
vvf 2 
Then - 2- {fmax - fmin) is a xv random variable . The a 
95% confi dence limits are 
2 
x. 025 < 
V ( f -f ) f max mi n 
2 a 
For 2 V = 7, X. 025 = 1 .69, 
t he 95% confidence limits are 
2 
< x.975 
and 2 x .975 = 
2 2 . 51 7 a < vf < 4 . 898 a 
5.3 
16 . 0 . Hence, 
5 . 4 
Figur e 5 . 2 shows the 95 % confidence limits for Vf for 
independent variables . 
In the case of i nvestigation of time s e ries by runs , 
t he basic parameter selected here is the run-length for 
the foll owi ng r easons o 
1 . If a given time series is cut at many leve ls and 
f or each l evel the sequences of positi ve and negative run-
l engths are obtained, it i s theoretica l ly possibl e to re-
produce the original time series at least at a fin i te num-























Fig. 5.2 The 95% confidence limits of variance spectrum 
of an independent series with sample size N = 30. 
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the number of levels selected, the larger the number of 
points of the original time series that can be reproduced . 
If all sequences of positive and negative runs at all pos-
sible truncation levels are known, the whole ori ginal time 
series can be reproduced . 
2 c The properties of run-lengths based on a prob-
ability truncation level are distribution-free for indepen-
dent variables o Furthermore they are independent of the 
underlying univariate distribution of the original variables 
for the case of dependent variables. This is an important 
r esul t because it allows the use of the theory developed 
for Gaussian processes to other types of processes. 
3 . The physical significance of positive and negative 
run-lengths is obvious in hydrology . They can inunediately 
be associated with periods of duration of deficit and 
surplus, or with the durations of droughts and floods . 
4 . A parallel technique to autocorrelation ana l ysis 
and variance density spectrum for investigation o f time 
series c an be dev eloped on the basis of run-lengths , 
It is possible to compare the properties of observed r uns 
with the same properties of runs of theoretical mode ls o 
The mean positive run-length N+, the mean negative run-
l ength N- and the mean total run-length N are possib l e 
parameters to be compared with those of theoretical mode l s . 
Because N contains more information that N- or N+ , 
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this parameter i s selected here as basic parameter for 
investigation of hydrologic time series by runs . 
The autocorrelation analysis essential ly compares rk 
as a function of k of the observed time series with the 
correlograms of theoretical models o The variance spectrum 
analysis analogously compares Vf as a function of f 
of the observed time series with the variance density 
spectra of theoretical models. The technique by runs 
developed here compares the statistic N q as a function 
of q of the observed time series with the expected value 
of the total run-length N of theoretical models c 
5.2 Properties of Run-Length for Sequences o f Independent 
Identically Distributed Random Variab l es 
Let {X } be a sequence of independent random vari-n 
ables with a common dis tribution and 
ciated process of the total run. Then 
{ N, } be the asso-
J 
{ N , } is a r enewal 
J 
process and as such it is a sequence of independent identi-
cally distributed, random variables. Let 
+ .• • + 
N~ = k 
Then by the centr a l limit theorem for large k, Nk is 




k 5 . 7 




This result holds when k i s a fixed number . Now consider 
the case when the time series length, N i s fixed o Then 
the number of total runs in the interval (O,N ) becomes 
a r andom variable k(N). Let us define 
Nl + O O 0 + Nk (N) 
Nk(N ) = k (N) 
and consider the ratio k(N } 5.10 -N--
Feller (1 966 ) has shown that this ratio is asymptot i -
cally normal with t he mean equal to the mean recurrence 
time of t he completion of a total run . Therefore, it 
converges in probabil i ty to a positively valued random 
variable. In virtue of the centr al limit theorem for a 
sum of a random number of independent random variables 
(Blum, Hanson and Rosenblatt 1963 ) , the r esult obtained 
for Nk also holds for Nk (N) . 
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Table 5.1 gives values of the mean and variance of 
N+, N, and N respectively for a range of values of q 
between Ool and 0 . 9 . Figure 5 . 3 shows a graph of EN+, 
EN and EN versus q for the independent case . 
TABLE 5.1 
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF RUN-LENGTH FOR 
INDEPENDENT IDENTICALLY DISTRIBUTED VARIABLES 
q N+ N N 
Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance 
0 . 1 lO oOO 90 . 00 l oll .12 ll oll 90 012 
Oo2 5.00 20 . 00 L25 , 31 6 . 25 20 . 31 
0 . 3 3.33 7.78 1.43 . 61 4 o77 8 . 39 
0 . 4 2 o50 3 . 75 l o67 1 . 11 4.17 4 086 
Oc5 2 o00 2 o00 2 . 00 2 , 00 4 . 00 4 . 00 
0 . 6 1 , 67 1.11 2 . 50 3 .7 5 4.17 4 . 86 
0 . 7 1 . 43 .61 3 . 33 7.7 8 4 . 77 8 c39 
0 , 8 1.25 031 5 , 00 20 . 00 6 025 20 . 3 1 
0 . 9 1.11 . 12 10.00 90 000 11.11 90 012 
5 o3 Properties of Run-Length for Sequences of Dependent 
Variables 
For the purpose of investigating time sequences by 
using runs, it is desirable to obtain functiona l relation-
ships between the mean run-lengths and the probability 
level q for sequences of dependent variables o The exact 
type of functional relationships is not known , but some 
















EN = I /p EN = I /q 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Probability Level q = F(u} 
Fig. 5.3 Mean run-lengths for independent variables with a common distribution. 
00 
00 
1. Lim EN+ 
q ..... l 
2 . Lim EN+ 
q~o 
to the axis EN+ 
3 . It must 
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X, 
= f P {N+ > j) = I.. 
j=l 
= "" I i . e . , the 
at 
be 
q = o+ 
such that 
EN+ = l 
q 
the 
l oO . 
curve is 
equation 
is a parti cular case of it c 
Consider the exponential function 
q = exp [- _l_ 
1-0 (EN+ -1) l 
asymptotic 
5 . 11 
where p is a parameter , and expand the exponentia l f unc-
tion by using the Taylor expansion: 
1 [ l · ( N+ 1 >] 1 + i ("""T+ -1 °I .J. q = exp 1- o E - = 1-o ~~ I ' 00 
Truncation of the series after the second t e r m gives 
= 1 + l 1- 0 1 + p -c~1.._ __ o_) q-_ • 
5 . 12 
For o = 0 , EN+ = 1 q I which is the r elationship f o r 
the independent case o Equation S oll satisfies the three 
conditions stated above and it i s adopted here as a 
mathematical mode l for the approximate v a lues of mean run-




EN = EN+ + EN 
0 EN 1 = = p 
2 . 2 
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= 2 + 1 1-c 
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5 . 17 
which refer to the independent case . 
5 . 4 Run-Length Test 
The properti es of N 
k 
derived in previous subchapter 
allows the constructi on of a test o The null hypothesis 
i s that {Xn } is a sequence of independent i dentically 
distributed variables . Then Nk i s approx i mat e ly normal ly 
distributed for large k with the mean and the variance 
given by equations 5 06 and 5,7 o At the 1-a confidence 
l e v e l the r egion of acceptance of the hypothes i s is 









a/2 p +q 
pq k 




< ~ + o./2 p +q 
- pq pq k 
5 . 19 
Now, for a median as the truncation level 
p = q = 1/2; EN= 4 
var N = 4 and 4 = k 
The 95% confidence limits, with a= .0 5 
are 
4 _ 3.92 
1k 
< Nk < 4 + 3.92 
1k 
5 . 20 
5 , 21 
and ta/2 = 1.96 , 
5 . 22 
If Nk falls outside the limits of Eq o 5 o22 the hypothesis 
i s rejectedo The test is illustrated by Fig . 5 . 4 for the 
case of the confidence level 1-a = 0 . 95 and the trunca-
tion level being the median. For a truncation level 
q ~ 1/2, the confidence limits are different than those 
given in Fig . 5 c4, as indicated by Fig. 5 o5 , For a right-
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5 . 5 Pre l imi nary Ana l ys i s 
Before p r oceedi ng wi th a d e taile d analysis it would 
be desi r able to tak e a q u i c k l ook at the time series to 
see i f the sample record is obviously nonstationary c The 
sequence may be nonstati onary because of non-homogeneity 
i n data. 
5 . 6 Run-Length Test f o r Stationarity 
The first assumption is that if the time series are 
stati onary then they a r e also e rgodic. In actual practice, 
r andom data repr e sen ting s tationary physical phenomena are 
generally ergodic (Bendat a nd Pierso l 1 966). This assump-
t i on per mi ts one to measure the prop e rties of a physical 
proce s s from a s ingle obse rve d time series o It also 
permits one to accept t he proof o f s e lfstationarity of 
a s i ngle sequence a s a proo f o f stationarity for the enti re 
process . 
The second assumpt i on i s tha t the verification of 
weak stati onarity i s suffi c i e nt for the analysis. In fact, 
r andom data o f physical phenomena generally are strongly 
s tati onary if they a re weakly stati o nary /Bendat and Piersol 
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1966). On the other hand if the process is Gauss ian this 
assumption i s automatically satisfied . 
The third assumption is that the series is sufficiently 
l ong compared to its sampling fluctuation, so that short 
time averages truly reflect the average properties of data, 
and not just the sampling fluctuation . 
The fourth assumption is, if the variance is stationary 
t hen the autocorrelation function is also stationary. The 
stationarity of time sequences is tested as fol lows: 
a . Divide the time series {X } into m equal time n 
intervals, such that the statistical properties of the 
data for each of these i ntervals are independent among 
themselves. 
b . Calculate the mean and the variance for each inter-
val and obtain two new sequences : 
C o Set up the null hypothesis that 
{Xn } is a stationary sequence . 
Then under this hypothes i s 
{ X } n is stationary if {X } and {X
2 } m m 
are independent random variables with a common distribution . 
d . Select a probability level (say q = 0 . 5 ) 
e . Apply the run-length t es t to the sequence 
and the sequence {x2 } . m 
{X 1 m 
f. If the hypothesis is accepted by both sequences, 
the time series is accepted as stationary . 
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g . This test could be performed at any a rbi t rary 
level, with q ~ 0 . 5 . 
5.7 Run-Length Test for Independence 
If a sequence is not accepted as stati onary, a non-
stationary analysis is required which is beyond the scope 
of this study . It usually involves the investi gation of 
the type of non-stationarity, and/or in many cases the 
transformation of the series to some kind o f stationary 
series by decomposing the process and r emovi ng the non-
stationary component . If a sequence is accepted as 
stationary the test for independence is as follows: 
a o Set up the null hypothes is of {X } being a n · 
sequence of independent random variab l es with a c ommon 
distr i bution . 
b . Select a probability level (say q = o5) . 
C o Apply the run-length test to the sequence { X } -n 
d , If the hypothes i s is accepted , {Xn } is considered 
as an independent sequence . Otherwise it i s considered as 
a dependent one o 
5 . 8 Theoretical Relationship between Mean Run-Length and 
Truncation Level 
After the test for independence has been performed 
and the result is that the sequence i s independent, the 
relationship between the mean run-length and the t r unca-




pq 5 . 25 
If the hypothesis of independence is r ejected , the relation-
ship may be approximated by 
EN= 2 + l 1-0 (
1-q + _g_) 
q 1-q 
where the parameter o must be estimated from the observ ed 
data. For a set of values {q } , a set of the sampl~ 
mean total run-lengths N q is obtained c The d iffe r ence 
between the observed and the theoretical v alues of the 
mean total run~length is 
AN(q) = N(q) - 2 - 1 1-o (~ + ~i 5 . 27 
As a criterion to estimate o , the sum of the squares 
of the deviations £ro.m the theoreti ca l line should be 
minimized . In that case ~ 
cl I { N (q) - 2 - 1 (~ + ~n 2 0 n 1- 0 -{q } 
/ 
2 I {N(q) - 2 - 1 (~ + q) 1 (p + q) 0 1-0 = {q } P I q P 
.) 
L [N (q) -2] ( ~ + ~ ) 
1 { q } = 1-o 
I (P + ci\2 
{q } q P1 
5 . 28 
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Chapter VI 
APPLICATION OF RUNS TO INVESTI GATION OF HYDROLOGI C 
ANNUAL TIME SERIES 
6 . 1 Introduction 
The application of runs to hydro l ogic annual t i me 
series is two-fold. First, they are used to investi gat e 
the structure of a series by testing whether or not a 
particular time series i s a sequence of independent r andom 
variables with a common distributi on . I f i t i s so , then 
this distribution is sufficient to generate s ynthetic 
sequences of annual values . If it is not so, then t he 
first-order or the second- order autoregr ess i ve mode l is 
assumed, the stochastic component of the origi nal series 
is computed from these models and tested to de t ermine i f 
it is really a sequence of i ndependent variables wi th a 
common distribution . If this hypoth~sis is accep ted then 
the first-order or the second-or der aut oregr ess i ve mod e l 
may be used for the generati on of large samples of a nnua l 
values by the Monte Car l o method . Second the runs a r e 
used for prediction of durations of mult i annua l periods 
of surpluses and defic i ts at a particular stati on o Once 
the structure of the time series i s known, i . e . , whe t her 
it is stochastically independent or the first-order or 
the second-order autoregressive models , the derived 
properties of runs are used to make probabi l i t y stat ements 
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about durations of multi-annual periods of surpluses and 
deficits. The target level is specified by the probability 
truncation level, q . 
6.2 Application to Annual Precipitation Series 
A computed value of annual precipitation has random 
errors, systematic errors (inconsistency) and nonhomogenei ty 
i n data . Inconsistency i s caused primarily by changes i n 
i nstruments, method and t i me of measurements, etc . Non-
homogeneity deri ves pr imarily from two sources: a ) move-
ment of precipitati on station b y a substanti al d i stance; 
and b) changes in the envi ronment of a s t ation , i .e o, tree 
growth, buildi ng of houses , or any other substanti al change 
around the station which a ffects the flow pat ter n of air . 
Precipitation data must be conside r ed , therefore, as often 
having relatively large e rror s and non-homogeneity i n its 
annual values Yevjevich, 1963 ). 
The presence of i nconsistency and/or non-homogeneity 
i n the observed time series impl i es that it does no t come 
from a sequence of variable s with a common d i stri buti on o 
Therefore, when applying the run-length test to an observ ed 
precipitation seri es with inconsistency and/ or non-
homogeneity in the data, the null hypothesis may be 
rejected. Th i s means that it is not pos sible to generate 
s yntheti c values o f annual precipitation at that station 
simply by computing the probabil i ty distri but i on and t hen 
1 00 
using the Monte Carlo method o It is necessary to fir s t 
remove inconsistency and/ or non-homogeneity i n data " 
The presence of inconsistency and/ o r non-homogeneity 
in data is reflected in the run-length test by the fact 
that N is greater than four, and may be outs i de the 
right tail 95% confidence limit of the distribution of N " 
On the other hand, if no significant inconsistency 
and/or non-homogeneity is present in the data a nd the 
observed time series is stochasti cally independent t he 
null hypothesis is accepted in applying the run-length 
test . In this case N is inside the r egi on o f accepta nce 
of Ho at the 95% confidence level . Under these c ircum-
stances it is possible to compute the p r obability d i stri-
bution of observed data and then use it as a technique 
for generating large samples of annua l preci p i tat i on 
by the Monte Carlo method o 
6 "3 Examples of Run- Length Test with Annua l Pr ec i p i tation 
Series 
I n order to show the app l icabil i ty of the r un-length 
test to annual precipitation series, a limited number of 
stations ,were selected in the United States , I t i s 
important to notice that the appl icability of thi s t est 
is limited because it was developed on the assumpti on 
that the number of total runs is large. Therefore, the 
observed time series must be long enough to sat isfy t h i s 
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assumption. For this r eason only a few of the longest 
prec i pitation series were selected. 
Example 1. The annual precipitation data of the 
station No. 4.1715, Chico Experimental Station, California, 
i s considered . Data are given in Table B.1, Appendix B. 
Sequences of observed runs are given below in Table 6 .1 
for q = 0 . 5 . The null hypothes is is that the time series 
is a sequence of independent identically distributed 
variables. Since N > 4 the a lternative hypothesis which 
is assodiated with a h i gh value of N is that inconsis-
tency and/ or non-homogeneity and/or positive serial 
correlation are present in the data . The 95% confidence 




= 4 .74 0 
with a= 0.05 , t = t = 1.645 and K = 21 which i s 
~ . OS 
the maximum value of j g iven in Table 6 . 1 . The observed 
mean total run-length is N = 4 . 058 which is less than 
4 . 74 0 . Therefore t he null hypothes is is accepted and the 
annual precipitation time series is considered as a sequence 
of i ndependent variab l es with a common distr ibution . 
Example 2 . A simila r ana lysi s was p e rfo rmed on the 
annual precipitation data of the station No o 25.6335 Ord, 
Nebraska . Data a r e g iven i n Tab le B. 2 Appendix B. The 
results obtained are given be l ow in Table 6 . 2 for q = 0 , 5 . 
The annual precipitat i on seri es is accepted as a sequence 
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TABLE 6 .1 
RUN-LENGTH PROPERTIES OF ANNUAL PRECIPITATION 
OF CHICO EXPERIMENTAL STATION, CALIFORNIA 
j N~ N°: -+ N - N 95% N confidence 
J J limit 
l 1 1 2 . 190 2 . 238 4.428 4 . 718 
2 1 1 
3 3 2 
4 9 1 
s 2 5 
6 2 1 
7 2 1 
8 1 4 
9 1 1 4 . 428 < 4 . 718 
10 3 4 
11 3 1 The t i me series is a sequence of 
12 1 1 
13 3 2 i ndependent identically distri buted 
14 7 4 
15 1 6 variables . 
16 2 1 
17 1 3 
18 1 2 
19 1 2 
20 1 1 
21 1 2 








































TABLE 6 . 2 
RUN-LENGTH PROPERTIES OF ANNUAL 






















1. 882 4.058 
4.058 < 4 . 798 
95% confidence 
limit 
4. 7 98 
· • The time series is a sequence 
of independent identically dis-
tributed variables . 
· of independent variables with a common distribution , 
Example 3. In order to show the appl i cability of 
t he run-length test for detecting non-homogeneity in 
annual precipitation data , a non-homogeneous station was 
selected 9 station No . 2 . 5825, Natural Bridge N o Mo , 
Arizona . The run-lngth properties of the annual series of 
t his station are given be l ow in Table 6 . 3. 
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TABLE 6 03 
RUN-LENGTH PROPERTIES OF ANNUAL PRECIPITATION 
OF NATURAL BRIDGE, N. M. I ARIZONA 
J Nt N7 N+ N- N 95% confidence 
J J limit 
1 l 14 2 0429 2 . 500 4 . 929 4 , 880 
2 5 1 
3 1 1 
4 8 1 
5 2 2 4 . 929 > 4 . 880 
6 2 2 
7 2 3 . 0 The time series is not a sequence 
8 2 3 
9 2 2 of independent identically distri-
10 3 2 
11 1 1 buted variables . 
12 2 1 
13 2 1 
14 1 1 
z: 34 35 
In this case , the nul l hypothesis is r e jected and the 
alternative hypothesis is accepted at a= 0 . 05 l eve l of 
signi ficance 0 Th i s result i s consistent with the fact 
that t h i s particu lar time series has non-homogeneity in 
data . 
Examples 4 and 5 . Two more precipitati on stations 
having long records are considered : No . 4 . 022 7, Ant i och 
F . Mills f Californ ia, and No . 25. 7 040 , Ravenna , Nebraska . 
The annua l precipitation data of these stations a r e given 
in Tables B. 4 and B. S, Appendix B. The run-length 
1 05 
properties of the observed time series a r e g iven in Tab les 
6.4 and 6.5 for q = 0 05. The computed mean run-length in 
both of these cases is smaller than four, i nd i cating a 
possible negative serial correlation in the series c There-
fore, the alternative hypothesis is that the series is 
negatively serially correlated c Then the run-length test, 
in this case is a left sided test and the 95% confidence 




with t a= 1 0645 . 
In both cases, the null hypothes is is accepted and there-
fore the series are considered as sequences of independent 
random variables with common distributions . 
6 04 Application to Annual River Flows Series 
The river f low essenti ally integrates the precipitati0n 
rece i ved on large areas but also i ncludes the e ffects of 
storage and evaporation as other i mportant physical factors . 
The wa t er carryover from year to year and especi ally the 
c hange i n thi s car ryover from year to year usually 
introduces time dependence i nto the sequences of annual 
flows c For the purpose of generating large samples of 
annual river flow data by the Monte Carlo method , it is 
not suffi cient to use only the probability d i stri bution of 
annual runoff, because the annual flow seri es are more 
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TABLE 6 . 4 
RUN-LENGTH PROPERTIES OF ANNUAL PRECIPITATION 
OF ANTIOCH F. MILLS, CALIFORNIA 
+ N~ -+ N - N 95% confidence j N. N 
J J limit 
1 1 1 1 . 833 1 , 708 3 , 541 3 , 329 
2 1 3 
3 6 4 
4 1 1 
5 1 2 
6 1 1 
7 1 2 
8 2 1 
9 1 1 3 ,541 > 3 . 329 
10 1 1 
11 3 2 The time series is a sequence 
12 1 1 
13 2 2 of independent identically 
14 2 3 
15 1 3 distributed variables , 
16 3 4 
17 3 1 
18 2 1 
19 1 2 
20 3 1 
21 2 1 
22 2 1 
23 1 1 
24 2 1 
E 44 41 
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TABLE 6.5 
RUN-LENGTH PROPERTIES OF ANNUAL PRECIPITATION 
OF RAVENNA, NEBRASKA 
N~ + 
- + N - N 95% confidence J N. N 
J J limit 
. 1 1 1 1.826 1.870 3 . 696 3 . 315 
2 1 3 
7 1 5 .) 
4 1 2 
5 3 2 
6 1 1 
7 1 6 
8 1 1 
9 4 1 3 . 696 > 3 . 315 
10 1 1 
11 2 3 The time series i s a sequence 
12 2 1 
13 2 1 of independent i dent i cally 
14 1 1 
15 1 1 distributed var iables , 
16 1 1 
17 2 1 
18 1 1 
19 4 1 
20 3 1 
21 2 1 
22 1 1 
23 5 6 
E 42 43 
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often than not time dependent series. The first-order or 
the second-order autoregressive models often fit well the 
time dependence of annual river flows. 
The question of whether or not a sequence of annual 
flows can be simulated by using the first-order or the 
second-order autoregressive models is answered . It may 
happen, however, that for a particular gaging station the 
carryover effect is small, the serial correlation is not 
significant. In that case, the distribution of annual 
flows is sufficient for generating large samples of annual 
flows. 
The general procedure is as follows . First, the 
run-length test is applied to the original series {X. } 
1 
to determine if it is a sequence of independent variables 
with a common distribution . If so, no further tests are 
needed. If N > 4, there may be significant positive 
serial correlation in data, or possibly inconsistency or 
non-homogeneity. In this case, the alternative hypothesis 
is that positive serial correlation, incons i stency or 
non-homogeneity may be present in the data . If N < 4, 
the alternative hypothesis is that there may be signi ficant 
negative serial correlation in the data . The 95% confidence 
limits are then 
4 + 3.29 
IK 
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where the plus sign is used when N > 4 and the minus 
sign is used when N < 4. 
If the null hypothesis is rejected, the first-order or 
the second-order autoregressive models are fitted to the 
data. Then a new test is set up with a null hypothesis 
that the sequence {X . } 
.!. 
is the first-order or the second-
order autoregressive process. Under the hypothesis of the 
first-order autoregressive model, 




is a sequence of independent variables with a common 
distribution. The alternative hypothesis is that { X ,} 
l 
is not a first-order autoregressive process . In this 
case the run-length test is a two-sided test and the 95% 
confidence limits are 
4 + 
with a= OoOS and ta/2 = l o96 o If the null hypothesis 
is accepted no further analysis is needed and large samples 
of annual flows may be simulated by means of this first-
order autoregressive model o If it is rejected, it may be 
that there is inconsistency and/or non-homogeneity in the 
data . It may also occur that a higher-order autoregress i ve 
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process is needed to fit the data . Finally it is theoret-
ically possible that an autoregressive model is not 
adequate . Experience shows that the possibility of this 
latter alternative is remote and may occur only when there 
is inconsistency and/or non- homogeneity in the data. This 
assertion is supported on the basis of previous investi-
gations made on annual river flows (Yevjevich, 19 64 ) . 
6.5 Examples of Run-Length Test with Annual River Flows 
Series 
As in the case of annual precipitation seri es the 
applicability of the tests is limited to long series for 
the same reason c Five series of annual rive r flows with 
long records were selected as examples: 
1 . Mississippi River at Sai nt Louis, Missouri 
2. St . Lawrence River at Ogdensburg, New York 
3 . Mississippi River at Keokukf Iowa 
4 . Gota River at S j otorp , Vanersburg, Sweden 
S o Rhine River at Basle, Switzerl and . 
The data of these rivers taken from the r esearch data 
assembly of the Hydrology Program at Colorado State 
University are given i n Tab l es B . 6 - B. 10 in Appendix Bo 
The analysis by runs is given in Table 6 . 6 0 For the first 
four rivers, the first-order autoregressive model is 
accepted as the proper model . Annual flow series of the 
Rhine River is accepted as being a sequence of independent 
var i ables with a common distribution o 
TABLE 6.6 
RESULTS OF RUN-LENGTH TESTS OF DEPENDENCE MODELS FOR THE ANNUAL RIVER FLOW SERIES 
x , x . -rlx:. 1 l. l. 1.-
Station 
N+ N - 95% -+ N - 95% N k rl N N k 
C. L, CL . 
1. Mississippi River at 2 . 389 2 , 500 4 , 889 18 4 , 775 , 283 1. 783 2 , 130 3 , 913 23 3 , 184 
St , Louis, Missouri 
2, St , Lawrence River 3 , 583 3 . 91 7 7, 500 12 4 . 950 , 705 2 . 045 2 , 136 4 , 181 22 4 , 835 
at Ogdensburg 
3 , Mississippi River at 2. 500 2 , 857 5 , 357 14 4 , 87& . 410 1. 714 L 619 3 , 333 21 3 , 146 
Keokuk, Iowa 
4. Gota River at Sj ot orp ,2 , 704 2 , 778 5 , 482 27 4 , 634 , 461 2 , 242 2 , 212 4 , 454 33 4 , 682 
Vanersbor g 
5 . Rhine Rive r at 2 ,027 2 , 027 4 , 054 37 4 , 540 
Basle, Switzerland 
CL ~ Confi dence limit ; FAM : First or der autor egress i ve model; I : independent i dent ically 













In consideration of the foregoing results, the writer 
ventures the following conclusions; 
1) A technique has been advanced for testing the 
structure of time series, with the basic statistical para-
meter being ·the mean total run-length. More specifically 
it is used for testing: 
a o Whether or not an annual precipitation 
time series is a sequence of stochastically independent 
variables with a common distribution . In this case this 
distribution is sufficient for generating samples of annual 
precipitation by the Monte Carlo method. 
b. Whether or not an annual river flows time 
series is independent, the . first-order, the second-order 
or higher-order autoregressive process, with these various 
models being used for generation of large samples by the 
Monte Carlo method o 
2) This technique does not depend on the underlying 
distribution of variables that are being tested . In other 
words, it is a distribution-free technique. In this sense , 
it has advantage over other techniques for the investiga-
tion of time series which depend on the distribution of the 
variable of a given time series. 
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3) Autoregressive models and the moving average 
schemes, which are widely used in hydrology, usually 
refer to stationary Gaussian processes, if the independent 
stochastic component is normally distributed " The pro-
perties of runs of these models are relevant for the 
investigations of multiannual periods of surplus and 
deficit; and for the study of hydrologic droughts . 
4) An analytical expression is developed here, by 
which the probabilities of sequences of wet and dry years 
of specified lengths can be calculated when the basic 
hydrologic time series are either i ndependent or stationary 
Gaussian processes, and the truncation l evel is specifi ed . 
Numerical values of these probabilities are obtained for 
a first order autoregressive process by means of the 
digital computer . The r ange of r 1 (the first serial 
correlation coefficient) values is between O and 0 . 5, 
with increments Ool, and the range of q values 
(probability of truncation level) is between 0 . 3 and Oo7 
with increments of Oal. These probabilities can be 
readily used for making probabili ty statements about the 
multiannual periods of surpluses and deficits, with 
respect to a specified target level. They are presented 
in a set of graphs in order to make them useable . 
5 ) It has been shown that the probabilities of runs 
of dependent v ar i ables with a common distribution do not 
depend on the underlying univariate distribution of the 
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variable. They depend on the probability q of a trun-
cation level and the time dependence model o Therefore, 
the same probabilities of runs obtained for the stationary 
Gaussian processes may be used for non-Gaussian processes 
for the same probability truncation level q o 
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APPENDIX A 
Joint Probabilities, Probability Distribution and 
Probability Mass of Positive Runs of a First Order 
Autoregressive Model 
JOINT PROBABILITIES, PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION AND PROBABILITY MASS 
OF POSITIVE RUNS OF A FIRST ORDER AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL 
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TABLE B.l ANNUAL PRECIPITATION DATA OF STA. N 4 .1715 
CHICO EXPERIMENTAL STATION, CALIFORNIA 
ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1871 22.sa .92 -.26 
1872 26.48 1.oa .29 
1873 19.38 .79 -.71 
1874 24. 31+ .99 -.01 
1875 15. /4- 1 .63 -1.27 
1876 21.86 .a9 -.36 
1877 17.54 .11 -.97 
1878 31.36 1~28 .98 
1879 25.05 1.02 .os 
1880 17.38 .11 -.99 
1881 14.56 .59 -1.39 
1882 17.69 .12 -.95 
1883 11.00 .69 -1.05 
1884 , 23.19 .94 -.17 
1885 20.41 .83 -.56 
1886 15.91 .65 -1.20 
1887 15.44 .63 -1.27 
1888 19.92 .a1 -.63 
1889 29.82 1.22 • 76 
1890 21.78 .89 -.37 
1891 19.79 .61 -.65 
1892 36.24 le48 1.67 
1893 25.49 1.04 .15 
1894 30.61 1.25 .87 
1895 27.35 1.11 .41 
1896 33.78 1.38 1.32 
1897 20.84 .as -.so 
1898 12.31 .so -1.71 
1899 27.30 1.11 .40 
1900 20.14 .82 -.60 
1901 20.21 .83 -.58 
1902 28.04 1.14 .51 
1903 22.76 .93 -.23 
1904 30.39 1.24 .84 
1905 24.11 .98 -.04 
1906 37.27 1.52 1.s1 
1907 24.15 .98 -.03 
1908 17.92 .73 -.92 
1909 36.57 1.49 1 • 72 
1910 14.06 .57 -1.46 
1911 23.63 .96 -.11 
1912 21.95 .89 -.34 
1913 2a.10 1.15 .52 
1914 28.37 1.16 .55 
1915 34 .49 1.41 1.42 
1916 32.09 1.31 1.08 
1917 17.61 .12 -.96 
1918 21.43 .87 -.42 
1919 21.75 .89 -.37 
1920 31.74 1.29 1.03 
136 
TABLE B.l (continued) 
ANNUAL MODULAR ST A.t'iDARD I ZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1921 23.57 .96 -.12 
1922 27.41 1.12 .42 
1923 15.08 .61 -1.32 
1924 22.36 .91 -.29 
1925 22.51 .92 -.21 
1926 33.16 1.35 1.23 
1927 30.01 1.22 ~79 
1928 22.03 .90 -.~3 
1929 11.01 .69 -1.04 
1930 15.94 .65 -1.20 
1931 21.s1 .89 -.36 
1932 13.70 .56 -1.51 
1933 20.03 .82 -.62 
1934 19.82 .81 -.65 
1935 29.01 1.1a .64 
1936 24.54 1.00 .01 . 
1937 37.43 1.53 1.a4 
1938 32.13 1.31 1.09 
1939 13.34 .54 -1.56 
1940 44.02 1.so 2.11 
1941 45.54 le86 2.99 
1942 32.94 1.34 1 .20 . 
1943 24.84 1.01 .os 
194~ 28.90 1.18 e63 
1945 32.15 1.31 1.09 
1946 13.35 .54 -1.56 
1947 20.87 .as -.so 
1948 25.77 1.05 .19 
1949 14.39 .ss -1.42 
1950 29.62 1.21 · .73 
1951 21.11 1.11 e38 
1952 33.64 1.37 1.30 
1953 19.95 .a1 -·63 
1954 29.40 1.20 .10 
1955 24.48 1.00 o.oo 
19~6 19.36 .79 -.11 
1957 25.36 1.03 .13 
1958 34.33 1.40 1.40 
1~59 18.71 e76 -.ao 
iY60 24.60 1.00 .02 . 
1Q61 2'3.77 • C) 7 - .10 1()62 28.811 1.18 .64 
1963 21. 01) 1.19 .67 
1964 21. 28 .87 -.46 
1965 22.24 .91 -.32 
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TABLE B.2 ANNUAL PRECIPITATION DATA OF STA. No 25.6335 
ORD, NEBRASKA 
ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1896 25.54 1.09 .39 
1897 24.31 1.04 .11 
1898 15.95 .68 -1.33 
1899 13.70 .5a -1.74 
1900 27.88 1. 19. .82 
1901 21.01 1.16 .67 
1902 31.02 1.32 1.39 
1903 25.57 1.09 .40 
1904 21.64 .92 -.30 
1905 35.87 1.53 2.21 
1906 34.98 le49 2.11 
1907 19.88 .as -.62 
1908 28.39 1.21 .91 
1909 19.21 .82 -.74 
1910 21.85 .93 -.26 
1911 23.29 .99 o.oo 
1912 18.45 .79 -.ea 
1913 27.88 1.19 .82 
1914 19.44 .a3 -.10 
1915 33.78 1.44 1.a9 
1916 19.64 .-84 -.66 
1917 22.80 .97 -.09 
1918 22.49 .96 -.15 
1919 21.63 .92 -.30 
1920 36.21 1.55 2.33 
1921 25.21 1.oa .34 
1922 24.06 1.03 .13 
1923 33.28 1.42 1.ao 
1924 25.27 1.os .35 
1925 21.06 .90 -.41 
1926 24.29 1.04 .11 
1927 22.11 .95 -.21 
1928 19.63 .84 -.67 
1929 25.89 1.10 .46 
1930 31.18 1.33 1.42 
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TABLE B.2 (continued) 
ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1931 16.37 .10 -1.26 
1932 20.89 .89 -.44 
1933 21.37 .91 -.35 
1934 10.98 .47 -2.23 
1935 27.32 1.11 .12 
1936 15.17 .65 -1.47 
1937 11.21 .74 -1.09 
1938 19.47 .53 -.69 
1939 15.07 .64 -1.49 
1940 19.08 .a1 -.11 
1941 23.19 .99 -.02 
1942 24.75 1.06 .25 
1943 16.47 .10 -1.24 
1944 26.80 1.14 .62 
1945 22.11 .95 -.21 
1946 26.35 1.12 .54 
1947 25.01 1.01 .30 
1948 25.54 1.09 .39 
1949 24.15 1.03 .14 
1950 26.31 1.12 .53 
1951 28'. 28 1.21 .89 
1952 18.37 .18 -.89 
1953 23.48 1.00 .02 
1954 16.82 .12 -1.1a 
1955 16.14 e69 -1.30 
1956 16.90 .12 -1.16 
1957 32.29 le38 le62 
1958 23.26 .99 -.01 
1959 21.03 .90 -.41 
1960 25.81 1.10 .44 
1961 22 .13 .Q4 -.24 
1Q62 30.76 1. 31 1.33 
1963 20.05 .86 -.62 
1964 21. 20 .()1 -.40 
1965 31. )Q 1.34 1. 44 
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Ti\13Ll: B. :) /\NNU/\1. l'l{l:C 11' IT/\T I ON lli\Ti\ OF STA. N° 2.5825 
N/\Tlll{/\1. HI{ I IH ;1:, N .M., /\IU ZON/\ 
/\NNI 11\ I. MOIJUI./\R STANDARDIZED 
Yl:/\1{ l'Hl:CII'. C:01:FF IC l LNT VARIABLE 
1890 30.45 1.27 .86 
1891 13.69 .57 -1.36 
1892 11.es .74 -.ao 
1893 20.11 .86 -.42 
1894 15.86 .66 -1.01 
1695 21.60 .90 -.31 
1896 17.93 .74 -.79 
1897 22.33 .93 -.21 
1898 19.56 .s1 -.58 _ 
1899 17.63 .73 -.83 
1900 12.28 .51 -1.54 
1901 14.54 e60 -1.24 
1902 16.12 e67 -1.03 
1903 14.56 .60 -1.24 
1904 15.13 .63 -1.16 
1905 50.17 2.09 3.47 
1906 28.26 lel8 .57 
1907 29.02 1.21 .67 
1908 33.14 le38 1.21 
1909 24.88 1.03 .12 
1910 15.44 .64 -1.12 
1911 31.62 1.32 1 . 01 
1912 23.32 .97 -.oa 
1913 23.53 .98 -.os 
1914 27.42 1.14 .46 
1915 31.59 1.31 1.01 
1916 33.94 le4l 1.32 
1917 27.04 1.12 .41 
1918 26.14 1.09 .29 
1919 33.12 le38 1.21 
1920 25.29 1.05 .11 
1921 22.54 .94 -.18 
1922 26.89 1.12 .39 
1923 30.09 1.25 .Bl 
1924 16.44 .68 -.99 
1925 19.48 .81 -.59 
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TABLE B.3 (continued) 
ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1926 30.so 1.27 .86 
1927 37.62 1.57 1.01 
1928 18.50 .11 -.12 
1929 22.38 .93 -.20 
1930 34.33 1.43 1.37 
1931 36.40 1.s1 1.65 
1932 23.48 .98 -.06 
1933 18.25 .76 -.75 
1934 16.0l e66 -1.os 
1935 27.82 1.16 .51 
1936 26.02 1.oa .21 
1937 20.1a .86 -.42 
1938 23.28 .97 -.oa 
1939 20.33 .84 -.47 
1940 31.75 1.32 1.03 
1941 39.41 le64 2.os 
1942 16.71 .69 -.96 
1943 20.86 .a1 -.40 
1944 26.17 1.09 .29 
1945 25.50 1.06 .20 
1946 24.27 1.01 .04 
1947 18.54 .11 -.11 
1948 16.55 .69 -.98 
1949 27.88 1.16 .52 
1950 13.69 .57 -1.36 
1951 31.48 1.31 .99 
1952 29.14 1.21 .68 
1953 10.99 .45 -1.11 
1954 2J.85 .99 -.01 
1955 26.88 1.12 e38 
1956 10.41 .43 -1.79 
1957 34.09 1.42 1.34 
1958 21.83 .91 -.2a 
1959 26.19 1.09 .29 
1960 18.86 .1a -.67 
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TABLE B.4 ANNUAL PRECIPITATION DATA OF STA. N° 4.0227 
AffflOCII F. MILLS', CALIFORNIA 
YEAR ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
l'IU:C 11'. COEPFICIENT VARIABLE 
1879 10.08 .18 -.62 
1880 15.64 1.22 .67 
1881 8.53 .66 -.99 
1882 9.14 .71 -.85 
1883 9.22 .12 -.83 
1084 20.68 le6l 1.85 
1885 9.65 .75 -.73 
1886 7.61 .59 -1.20 
1887 8.69 .68 -.95 
1888 12.03 .94 -.17 
1889 20.95 le64 1.91 
1890 13.72 1.01 .22 
1891 15.15 1.18 .55 
1892 16.02 1.25 .76 
1893 ·12.77 1.00 o.oo 
1894 20.12 1.57 1.12 
1895 10.94 .as -.42 
1896 16.76 1.31 .93 
1897 10.60 .83 -.so 
1898 4.92 .38 -1.83 
1899 13.56 1.06 .18 
1900 9.73 .76 -.71 
1901 15.17 1.18 .56 
1902 10.45 .a1 -.54 
1903 11.60 .90 -.21 
1904 16.48 1.29 .87 
1905 10.57 .82 -.51 
1906 18.26 1.43 1.28 
1907 16.28 1.21 .82 
1908 10.11 .79 -.62 
1909 17.85 1.39 1.19 
1910 6.47 .so -1.47 
1911 16.13 1.26 .78 
1912 7.35 .57 -1.26 
1913 11.37 .89 -.32 
1914 16.33 1.27 · .83 
1915 15.34 1.20 .60 
1916 15.98 1.25 .75 
1917 5.46 .42 -1.11 
1918 16.46 1.28 .86 
1919 10.99 .86 -.41 
1920 10.45 .81 -.54 
1921 12.44 .97 -.01 
1922 16.32 1.27 .83 
1923 6.48 .so -1.47 
1924 9.57 .74 -.74 
1925 12.02 .94 -.11 
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TABLE B.4 (continued) 
ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1926 14.92 1.16 .so 
1927 13.45 1.05 • 15 : 
192~ 11.52 .90 -.29 
1929 4.98 .39 -1.a2 
1930 10.02· .1a -.64 
1931 13.04 1.02 e06 
193·2 7.96 .62 -1.12 
1933 10.oa .18 --.62 
1934 9.61 .75 -.74 
1935 11.13 .87 -.38 
1936 14.25 1.11 .34 
1937 14.55 1.13 e41 
1938 14.73 1.15 .4.5 
1939 7el6 .56 -1.31 
1940 23.19 1.a1 2.44 
1941 21.25 1.66 1.98 
1942 15.05 1.11 .53 
1943 1i.99 · .93 -.1e 
1944 13.79 1.08 .23 
1945 13.67 1.01 .21 
1946 6e8l .53 -1.39 
1947 7e60 .59 -1.21 
1948 12.23 .95 -.12 
1949 9.24 .12 -.a2 
1950 11.21 1.34 1.04 
1951 15.46 1.21 .63 
1952 24.00 le87 2e63 
1953 6.53 .51 -1.46 
1954 13.39 1.04 .14 
1955 15.45 1.21 e62 
1956 10.14 .79 -.61 
1957 14.28 ),.. 11 .35 
1958 21.33 le67 2.00 
1959 10.11 .84 -.46 
1960 13.73 1.01 .22 
1961 9.66 .76 -.74-
1962 14. 69 1.15 .47 
1963 14.86 1 .1 7 • 5:1 
1964 11.36 .80 -.33 
1065 11. 68 .92 -.26 
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TABLE B.S ANNUAL PRECIPITATION DATA OF STA. ·No 25.7040 
RAVENNA, NEBRASKA 
ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1878 19.64 .az -.76 
1879 25.68 1.oa .37 
1880 19.71 .83 -.75 
1681 37.72 1.59 2.66 
1882 24.08 1.01 .01 
1883 24.40 1.02 .13 
1884 23.58 .99 -.02 
1885 25.56 1.07 .35 
1886 25.93 1.09 .42 
1887 27.34 1.15 .69 
1888 25.66 1.os .37 
1889 24.12 1.01 .oe 
1890 19.15 .so -.86 
1891 35.95 1.s1 2.32 
1892 25.60 1.oe .36 
1893 18.13 e76 -1.os 
1894 15.66 e66 -1.52 
1895 20.26 .as -.65 
1896 21.so 1.16 .12 
1897 32.75 le38 . 1.11 
1898 1a.50 .1a -.98 
1899 24.09 1.01 .01 
1900 21.74 .91 -.37 
1901 21.15 1.14 .65 
1902 37.06 le56 2.53 
1903 36.89 1.55 2.50 
1904 27.45 1.15 .11 
1905 33.28 le40 1.81 
1906 29.70 1.25 1.13 
1907 17.57 .74 -1.16 
1908 28.42 1.19 .89 
1909 21.90 .92 -.33 
1910 19.47 .02 -.00 
1911 . 22.33 .94 -.25 
. 1912 16.42 .69 ~l.37 
1.913 25.87 1.09 .41 
1914 21.46 .90 -.42 
1915 31.07 1.31 1.39 
1916 18.23 .16 -1.03 
1917 21.11 .91 -.37 
1918 25.29 le06 .30 
1919 29.93 1.26 1.18 
1920 21.2a 1.15 .68 
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TABLE B.5 (continued) 
ANNUAL MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR PRECIP. COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1921 23.51 .99 -.03 
1922 19.21 .a1 -.85 
1923 31.47 1.32 1.47 
1'924 23.50 .99 -.03 
1925 18.77 .79 -.93 
1926 23.75 1.00 .01 
1927 20.28 .as -.64 
1928 23.77 1.00 .01 
1929 17.60 .74 -1.15 
1930 28.74 1.21 .95 
1931 20.24 .as --65 
1932 27.19 1.14 e66 
1933 21.37 .90 -.4-4 
1934 15.50 .65 -1.ss 
1935 24.56 1.03 ·16 
1936 14.11 .59 -1.a1 
1937 25.69 1.08 .37 
1938 21.47 .90 -.42 · 
1939 16.55 .69 -1.35 
1940 12.33 .52 -2.15 
1941 22.21 .93 -·28 
1942 21.22 1.14 .66 
1943 20.04 .84 -.69 
1944 23.40 .9a -.os 
1945 21.40 .90 -.43 
1946 24.75 1.04 .20 
1947 21.10 .91 -.37 
1948 21.96 .92 -.32 
1949 25.14 1.06 .27 
1950 22.as e96 -.15 
1951 25.0) 1.05 .25 
1952 !8e'70 · .1a -.94 
1953 23.24 .98 -.oa 
1954 16.38 .11 -1.00 
1955 21.63 .91 -.39 
195~ 12.86 .54 -2.os 
1957 27.37 1.1s .69 
1958 24.68 1.04 ·•18 
1959 24.69 1•04 .1a 
1960 2a.32 1.19 .a1 
1961 27.20 1.15 .67 
1962 25.54 1. 08 .JS 
1963 18.63 • 79 -.97 
1964 18 .49 .78 -1.00 
1965 JO.OJ 1.27 1. 21 
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TABLE B.6 ANNUAL RIVER FLOW DATA OF MISSISSIPPI AT 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
MODULAR STANDARDIZED MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR COEFFlCIENT VARIABLE YEAR COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
___ 1862_,, ___ 1. t5n o ____ o. 501_1-_ __ ~ _?_~_o; __ o ! 950 o ____ __ • o ! 1672 
1863, o.7oao · -o.9766 191i! o,5450 ~1,5211 
__ 1_864, _0,5020 ____ _ ... 1,66~_6 19\_~~ __ 1,18§9 ____ ___ 0,62?3._ 
1865, 0,9270 •0,2441 1913~ o.8330 wo,5585 
_ 1866 ~--1·n14 o _____ _ o, 24 75 _______ 19\_~, _o ._6920 ____ •1, o 301 · 
1861; 1,3410 1,1405 1915~ 1,4620 1,5452 
_ __ 18_6~ ;~--- o. 112 o _______ ... o. 9632 __ 19~-~, _1._44_o o ___ . __ 1. 4 716 __ 
1869~ 1.1aoo o.6020 1917~ .0,9600 ~o,1338 
._---1B1___o ·· _ o. 945 o _ __ .. 0 , 1839 1918, o. 714 o __ • o_. 95.65 
18?1~ o.7a7o ~0.1124 1919, o.9e20 .. 0,0602-
___ 1a-12;__ o. 7810 __ __ •O, 7324____ 19i1>; _ __ 1. 2640 ___ 0_,_8829 _ 
18?3~ 1,0200 o,0669 1921~ o.8520 9 0,4950 
~-18_7_4 ~-- o. 724 o _________ ... o. 9231-. 19~2 ~ J,.,!_t1.~n__ ___ 11~1-E3_e.J __ 
18?5~ 1,0610 0,2241 1923, o.75eb "o,ao94 
__ 1.816~ __ _ _ 1, 4270 ____ 1, 4281-___ 1924; _1. 0670 ___ ---- O, 2241_ 
18?7; 1,1590 0,5318 1925~ 0,8580 P.0,4749 
_ -1818__; __ 1.187-0 _____ O, 625-4 ___ 19-26_~ ____ 0. 9620_: _____ ... 0, 1271 __ 
1879; o.7a4o - 0,1224 1927~ 1,8530 2,a52a __ 1ea0;, ____ o, ~690 _ _ ___ o. 10J1_ ___ __ _ i_9_2_e_~ __ 1_.166_Q ____ o ,5552 __ _ 
18e1; 1,3250 1,oa10 1929, 1.s100 1,1os1 
__u_e_e__;_ _ 1,7_4 2 o ____ 2 ' --~ 8 s. 6 _ __ liJ o , o_,_ 11._5 o __ .. 0 ,_ 9 53 2_ 
1883; 1,348n 1,1639 19J1; o,4500 "1,8395 
__ · 1_8__8__!_ - 1.1~eo _ _ __ o. _~95_0 1932~ o_._9120 e0_.2943 
1885; 1~3650 1.2201 1933~ o.1aoo ~o,7358/ 
~~-~-8-~; 1, n~o .o __________ o, 2:$~1 _ __ _ 1~Ji_1_;. __ _ o_, _386Q _ _ !:2_, 0_5_35 __ 
1sa1; o.a290 ·0~5719 -1935~ 1.0110 0,2315 
-~1_888; 1 •-~~90 __ o ,_832lL_ 1936; Q _ _.~~~o '"1 ~ 1_7-3-_9_ 
1889~ 0.6890 ~1,0401 1937. 0,8380 •0,5418 
_ __,,1"--'a,_,,9o_; _0_._1,.~_Q .. r,_,1-5«!~--- 1938~ o_.8950 _ .. o_,35!2 __ 
1891; 0,8990 -0,3378 1939; 0,8450 •0,5184 
___ J._e__9_~ ; __ 1, 5050 ___ __ _1 _, 6890_ 194__~_. _o •. ~520 _ _ !1_, _a32a ___ _ 
1093; 1,nsao 0,19,0 1941~ o.6a5o ~1.0555 
_ _1_6_24~ _0. _6_38(1 ____ '!'1_,210]_ 1942; 1, _3~9_0"---~!.J_16_!2_ 
18 9 s ; o • 4 6 5 o ., 1 • ta 9 3 19 4 :J ; 1 • 3 4 o o 1 , 1311 
__ 18_9._6-- __ 0.83_0_0 _ _ ~ 0, 5686 _ __ 1944 ~ 1.1940 O, 6488 
1897; 1.l,320 0,4415 1945, 1:2i4-0 0,9164---.-
__ 18_9_8~--- 0 • 8980 __ __ _ .. 0, 34!,1 _____ t9~6_;, _ _ 0 • 9B90 _______ .. 0 1_0368 __ _ 
1899, o.9760 ~0,oeoJ 1947, 1,3560 1,1906 
_ __j,900 - o. 726_0 ___ .. o. 916_4 __ _ _ 19~Ji; __ _ o. 93 _0·0 _ ___ .. o. 23_~1 __ :_ 
·1901; o.7600 .. 0,0021 1949~ o,9700 -0,1003 . 
___ 1.._.9_n2 - o • 8 7_1_0 _______ "'· o • ~ J 1_4_ 19 5 o , 1 , 13 6 _o __ :_ ___ o , _i _!? 4 a_ 
1903, 1.4910 1,6421 1951~ 1,5120 1,7124 
__ · 1-9_0_~_. 1, 28(1_0 __ - ---- 0 ,_9-36~------1~?2.! ___ 1. 332 _0 _______ _1. _,_1104 __ 
190s; 1,nJ80 0.1211 1953, o.so6o .. o,6488 
__ 19~D6; - 1L1090 ___ 0.3645 1954; 0,6480 .. 1.1773 
19 0 7 ; 1 , 18 5 0 0 , 61 A 7 195 5 _, O • 7 4 4 O ., O , 8 5 6 2 -
- -~-oe; 1,_2900 __ o,9699 _ 1956, o.5370 ... 1.5485 
19o9~ 1, 1650 0, 5518 - - 19·5-.,! --o ~-7oio---; o ;·-9-933-
YEAR 
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TABLE B.7 ANNUAL RIVER FLOW DATA OF ST. LAWRENCE (MAIN STEM) 
AT OGDENSBURG, NEW YORK 




·--· - ·· -· · ---· 
STANDARDIZED 
VARIABLE 
__ 1_~6..~, 1,1420 ____ .1,6322___ 1910. o,9590 -o.4713 
1862, 1.1790 2,0575 ,,.==-1~?-11_! __ _ . ____ 0,9090 ._ . . _·1~0460 
1863, _ _ 1_, .13.iO 1,.?_402_ 1912~ 0,9510 •0,5632 
---- .- · - 1 0710 0 8161 1864, 1,1040 1,1954 _ _1_9~! __ . t. ... ·- - -- --- ----~ _ 
18 6 s ~ 1._1 o 4 o ____ 1., 19 5 4__ 1914 ; 1 • n o 1 o o • o 11 s 
-- . - 9180 9425 1866, 1.n210 o,2414 __ 1..91?, __ _ o. __ _____ ... _o, ___ _ 
1867; __ _ 1,129_0 _ __ 1,4828__ 1916; 0,9970 •0,0345 
--1868; 1. no5o o, 0575 __ 1~11~ _ __ 1, o 01_0 ____ 0_, _0115 ___ _ 
__ 1u~- - ~.n34a __ o,39oa _ 1918, 1.0260 o,2989 
1a10; 1,1500 1,0161 _ _ 1_~1_9; 1,_0_420. ___ 0 .. 4828_ 
-~1~8._'l.1; _ __ 1,0750 . ___ _ Q,8621 .__ 1920! 0,9380 ·0,7126 
18 72; o. 93 o o !!! o, a o 46 1921, _ ...JL. 'lZllL.-~..::.Q .•_3_2_1_L 
1873.~--,..-- 0,98_40 __ ~0,1839__ _ 1922, 0,9510 -0.5632 
1814 , 1 • O 8 4 o o , 9 6 5 5 19 2 3 ;
1 
__ __,0 , 9 o 1 o -.1..!.1 ~ ?.L_ 
1875~ o_ .._9.-5.9.0_~ 0,4713 __ - - :fgf.-; o·,9180 .. 0,9425 
1876; 1,0920 1,0575 1925; 0,8890 __ _ ._- _t,2759 _ 
1877, 1,0_46Q ____ · _ 0_,5287_--1926: o.8640 •1,5632 
--18?8; 1,0460 0,5287 1927~ 0,9380 ___ ~0 __ ,7126 .. . . 
__ 1~79; 1. rp_5_0 _ ___ _ 0 !..8621_ --T9ie, o . -9880 .. o, 1379 
1880~ 1,0130 0,1494 1929; 1.._0590 . . 0_.!6782 __ 
1881~ o__. _9_63_0 __ '.0,_'4253___ 1930, 1,0920 1,0575 
1882! 1,0630 o,7241 1931 - o_._2.950 •1_.0-920 _  
--=-18=83 '----'1_._n~21!. __ !l.t . .4.!32a__ 1932; o. 9050 .. 1, 0920 
1884~ 1.1210 1,3908 1933~ 0,8640 •1,5632 
1885~ · 1_,0500 __ ___ 0_,5747 -"f9J4·, o~-·1a10-----.;-2,5i72--
--fu~. 1,1540 1,7701 1935; 0,7600 •2,7586 
1887; i.1_110 _ __ 1'-344_8 193&, o,19io---... 2;33i:r-
1888, 1.0010 0,0115 1937; 0,8890 -1.2759 
1889; 1.._n21o ___ _ 0,241_4 __ 1938; o-~9o"5o -1.- 0-92_0_ 
1890; 1 _,0880 1,0115 1939~ 0,8970 ... 1,1839 
__ 1Jt9_1_; _ 1. 07-so __ ___ _ Q ! 8621 __ 194·0-.--·o-: a,2·0 -1·;41f3-
1992. 0,9510 •0,5632 1941; 0__1__8_840 _ ~1._33~~ -
-~1._a._2_3ci__ _ 1. 0.05Q __ ~ D, 057.5 _ 1942; 0, 8890 ~1, 2759 
1894! 1,0050 0,0575 1943; 1 __ ._.n..~ _oo, ___ 0J~44...a_ 
---18.95 __ _ 0.8970 _____ -1,1839 _ 1944; 1,0260 0,2989 
1896~ Q,8840 •t,3333 1945; -1,0050 · 0,0575 
__ 189.J; .0. 9050 ... __ •1. 0920 ·----1946-;----f~n670- --··o·~ 77oi ____  
18 9 a ;· o • 9 4 7 o "' o • 6 o 9 2 ·19 4 7 ; 1 .._Q 6 Z_Q ____ Q , _L7Jl_1 _ 
__ 18.9 9._.___ _ _ o • 9 4 7 o __ _ ._o , 6 o 9 2 ___ 19 4 a ~ 1 • o 11 o o , 8161 
1900; o.93Bo · .. 0.1126 1949; 1,0010 . 0_!_0_11_5_ 
-1901; __ _ __ 0,9420 ____ ......:"!0,6667 _ 1950, -o"":9ao-o ~0.2299 
·1902; 0,9470 •0,6092 1951: · 1,1210 1,39D8 - 575 -- ·- ··-·--·- - -·- . ··-·-- ,. ··- .. .. . _ _ 1.?.0.3_! __ 1,0050 __ _ ___  o,o --·- . 1952, 1.1420 1,6322 
190-1; 1.0130· 0.1494 1953; 1 o75o o,8621 '-· ·- -- -- -- . -__ 12._05. Q,_9aao _ _ _  ""._o_,1319_ 1954, 1. n5so o.6J22 
1906~- 1,no10 0.0115 1955; 1,n63o o_._7241 _ 
_ _ 1-2..07 ;· 1_. n1~0 __ - - ____ 0 ~.1.4_9_4 __ --1f56, f:nfio ___ o. 8161 
1908~ . 1,0880 1,0115 1957.; 1.0010 0,0115 
19 n 9; 1. no o o o. o o o o · - -·· - · ·····-···-
YEAR 
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TABLE B.8 ANNUAL RIVER FLOW DATA OF MISSISSIPPI 
KEOKUK, IOWA 
MODULAR STANDARDIZED MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT VARIABLE YEAR COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
__ 18_1_9_. ___ o.a100 ___ -o,6 4 41_ __ ___1_1119; 1_._n1~0 _o_,2_5_~_2..._ 
1880, 1.2370 . o.8oJ 4 · 1920! 1.1600 o.5695 __1_a_e_1; 1. 3o o o ____ 1. 0169_---1~2-t ! o,75J_o _____ ~o_,J32JL __ 
18 8 2. 2 • n 7 6 o 3 • 6 4 7 5 19 2 2 ~- o • 9 7 6 o · · · .. o • o a 14 
__ Ut83 ~ 1. 353 o ______ 1 .1966 __ ~_L631J>_ ~ _1_, _2_~_0_5_ 
1884, 1.1390 o.47 1 2 1924! o.8340 -0,5627 
1885_, 1 •. ~670 ---- _ 1,5831 " 1925! Q_.__6_1_~_0 •_1_.~1~iS-
1886~ 1.1280 o.4339 1926~ o.7420 -o.8746 
·--=-1a:=...ce1; _o ... ~z_90 -o .. ~102 _ __ 1_?.27·1 1_,2;s1_o ___ __ o"Z~J1_ 
1888, 1.3650 1.2373 1928! 1.0400 o.1356 
1889; 0.6970 ____ -1.0211 1929!·--~1_.3200 __ 1.08--C.4_,_7_ 
1890; 0.8250 -o.5932 1930~ 0.6680 -1.1254 
_ _ 1Jtil; o. e20 o ______ _ -o •. 6102 _ __ 1..9~1 ; -· o_._4_0_4 p __ "."_2_!_0_20_3_ 
1892; 1.2a20 o.9559 1932; o.e410 -0.5390 
--1.8.-2.3; _1.Jl.39.o. _ _ o .1322_ _  . 193~; Q_,_6-_?4-9 ____ -1 _, 93'.l~-
1894; o,7940 -o.6983 193~, o.352~ •2.1966 
__ 1_a..9_5; o.510.0_· __ •1~6610 _ ___ .. 1935; Q_._9:s~_o ,.. _0, .2_169_ 
1896; - o.12eo -o,9220 1936~ 0.1190 -o,7492 
·__18_9-.z. - 1. 14 8 O ______ O • 5 O 1.7 _ ___ . 19 3 7, O...J'-.1_6_0 _ _ ~..L~.2.li_ 
1898; o.6960 -1.0305 -1939; 1.n?oo 0,2313 
__ 1._a--9_2- .o • .9 oeo _ _ ~o., .. 3112 _ ____ 1_2_39 ~ _____ n_.;-<!.2.2n __ ,__ . .::.11.._1..3_~.l)_ -
190D~ 0,7770 •0,7559 1940, 0,5690 ·1,4610 
__ 1_2.Jl.1 - Q_._9..2.._3_0. __ '!'_0. •. 02.3L___ 1941, ; __ 0. 893 O ,. 0, 3627 
19 0 2 ~ 0 • 8 9 9 0 "' 0 • 3 4 2 4 -~19 4 2-~ 1 .-2 3 8 0 0 • 8[) 68--
__ 1.9_o_~;· .1,4200 ___ _ __ 1,4237 ___ _ _ 1_943; 1._36_00 ~ __ 1,2203 _  , .. 
1904, 1.2060 o,6983 1944, 1,2210 o.7695 
1--1~-- 1 •. 325_0 __ 1_, 1D1L _____ __ 1_~~~; ___ 1.15_7o ________ 0, 5322_ 
1906; 1.4340 t,4712 · 1946, 1.12ao o.4339 
--1.2Jl.7; 1 •. 32.00 _ _ _ 1._e..0.8~7 194 7 ~ .1. 2~_6 O __ 0..-86.1_6 _  
1908; 1.2570 o.e112. 1948, o.B47o -o,5186 
__ 1_9Jl.9_; .1 .• 10_60 ________ 0 ._3"593 __ _1.949_; __ 0 .1.22.0 __ ~0 ._242L_ 
1910; o.a120 -o.6373 1950~ 1,0130 o,0441 
_i · 1911; o __ .2_a_1_0 ___ ~-1.L~2.a_3 ___ 1_~5_1~ __ _ 1_.3_590 _______ 1, 2169 ____ _ 
I 1912; 1.1810 0.6136 1952, 1.4670 1,5831 
1---1_'lU; o_.Jta..5_0 __ ... _o_.~a.2e _ __ 1953; .1._053_0 _____ .o., 1_7-_9-1_ 
I . 1914, 0.8090 ,.0.,6475 1954~ 0.8910 . •0,3695 
1 __ 1.9.1_,~ 1._13_1_0 _____ o ,_464_4... 1955; o. 8920 ______ .. o .. ~661 __ 
I 1916, 1.4420 1,4983 1956 1 0.6840 !!!'1,0712 
1 1911; 1 ... .ru.,3_Q ___ o_Lo_4_~_1 1951;, ___ o. __ 689_0 ____ -1.054_2 __ 
r 191e; o.a:s90 -o.5458 -
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TABLE B.9 ANNUAL RIVER FLOW DATA OF GOTA 
SJOTORP VANERSBORG 
MODULAR STANDARDIZED MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR COEFFICIENT :: VARIABLE YEAR COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
__ 1_808_, __ O. 8430 ____ ____ • O. 9874_ 1_84~; _1 •. 206_0 _ ____ ,1, 2956_ 
1.809, 1,0070 0,0440 1847; 1.1510 0,9497 
__ 1 a.1 o; o • a o 6 o _  _:_ _ .• 1 • 2 2 o L 18 ~a; o_. a 5_o_o " o , _9_4 -~~-
1 e 11 ~ 0,9930 •0,0440 1849! . 0,9330 •0,4214 
__ 1.812.~_ 1. 0900 ___ . D, 5660_--1~_5_0-! ___ 1, n520 _________ 0, 3270 __ 
1813; 1,0730 D,4591 1851! 1,1440 0,9057 
___ 1_81~.t ____ Q a.9540 __ ____ !" 0 I 2893_ .18_5_2 ! 1,.fl56Q ____ 0 t_J522_ 
181 !J ~- . 1 • 1 0-4 o 0 , 6 5 41 18 5 3 t 1 , 2 O 8 O 1 , 3 0 8 2 
__ 1_816~ _ _ __ 1,.2590 _ __ 1, 6289 1e.5.4; _o ._&_:SJ>_o ______ .• .s., 06~2-
1811, 1,4290 2,6981 1as,~ 1,1480 o,9308 
__ 181.8.~--- o. 9410 ___ _ _ • .D, 3711--1~., -~_. _ __ o_, 9Jo o _____ • o , _44_0_3_ 
1819; o,7990 . ~s.,2642 1857! o,7640 •1,4843 
__ 1820 . ._ o. 9~Ho _____ •0. 3962 ___ 1J~se! o._6~~0 __ ~ 1.9.8..1. . .4_ 
1821, 1,0650 0,4088 . 1859! 0,8500 wQ,9434 
. __ 1822_;_· _ _ 0,9220 __ '-'D,4906 _ 186Df -~..t.._1~7._0 __ ~1,~_3_90_ 
1823; 1,n120 0,0755 1861~ 1,01-10 o,1069 
__ 1.8_2_4; 1, 1150 ____ 0, 7233_ . 186.~ . L--0_~ 8_:S_O_Q_-_ ._.1 ~_06?2_ 
182,; 1.oa40 o,5283 1863,_ o,8810 •0,7484 
__ 1826~-- 0,8730 ____ _ •0, 7987.... 1864, 0_._9_:5_7-_Q _ __ _!_D __ ,~6~_ 
1827; 1,0480 0.3019 186!', 0,7430 el,6164 
-~1..e.2...a - 1 .. _o 11-0 _ __ o • _1o69 1e66 ; o _._9 3 ~J> . • _o_._~ o ~-'-
1829; 0 1 8660 •D,8428 1861, 1.2290 1,4403 
__1_a_ui, __ 1._n1ao _ _ o_.,J.132 1e6e ~ _o__._9J~.1Q ______ _ 9'._t ~!t.?, 
183S.! 1,2390 1,5031 1869, o.9e5o •0,0943 
__ 1a_:,_2~ o. 7e9o --·-- ·· .. 1, 3270 ___ 1_8_1_0~--- o •. 7750 __ .,1. 4151_ 
1833! o,B95o .. 0,6604 1811; o.9790 . •0,1321 
_ __,1J!J4. o. 9_~_7_o ___ _ ! 0 •. ~9-~2-_ _ 1JU .. 2_; · _o . _8920 .:._ -- ~ o , .6.792 __ 
183!! o,a2Jo •1,11~2 187J~ o.9960 •0,02s2 
-~1~361 . O_l~.6~0 • .. 0.J~ .. 30_2 ___ 1_8_7_,4_~_- 0 I 8150 ______ •111635 _ 
1837! 1.1340 o,8428 187S~ o.a250 .. 1,1006 
-~1-~_3_8...i __ 0, .962_0 __________ .._0~_239~.-__l.87~;~ _ _ 1 .. _3130 ____ 1,.9686_ 
1839._ -1.02ao o,1761 1811; 1.1:s5o 0,8491 
1840 ! o , __ a_~3_9 __ .!_0_LI?Jtz._ __ __J,_e7_a_~ _ 1.111 o _ _____ o. 6981 _ 
1841! 1.n,00 o,4403 1879; 1.1100 o,6918 
___1_a_~_!! !. o ,Jt9_2_0 _ _ !'_ o_. __ ~_ ii2 ___ 18 __ 8_ o_ ~--. o • a 9 6 o ___ __ '!' o , 6 5 41 __ _ 
1843! 1.1soo · 0,9434 1881~ 1.1410 o,8868 
__1Jt4~ ___ 1, Q91 Q ______ o , .?7_23 _______ 1,8_a _2_; ____ 0. a490 _______ ., 0, 94.9.7._ 
184S, 1.0170 0,1069 








YEAR COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
·---i883--;---- 1.1900 1,0440 '192!, 0,9940 •0,0330 
__ 1_8_84 .~ 1_, 19_o_g _ _ 1,_0440 19?21. _o __ ,Joj,_0 _ _ __ !1, 6_~2.9_ 
1885, 1.n090 0,0495 1923, o,6920 "'1,6923 
-~1886_; 1, Q99Q _ __ o, 5_44D 1924; · 1_, _11_8(>0 _ __ 0 __ .__~zi~L-
1887, 0,8430 •0,8626 1925; 1.3060 1,68!3 
----=1Ete_~~ o_,eoaQ __ !_1_._ _0~~9 1«?.~6; o,8950 · •0,5769 
1889; - 0,8990 .. 0,5549 1927; 1.1490 0,8187 
~~1~8.90; o , _ _9.s,_o o .. o_, 4_9_4'~ 1928; 1.1970 ________ 1.1 _0824 . 
189!; 1,0090 0,0495 192-9, 1.1680 0,9231 
1892~ _1,0260 ___ __ _ 0,_1429 __ = _ 1930; 1,2180 1,1978 
1893, 0,8790 •0,6648 1931-;-- - ~-1.2090 _______ ,_. 1_,1484----, 
_ _____,1=._,894~ 1,.P.~00 _______ 0, _10_9_9 __ 1932, 0.9740 .. 0,1429 
1895 I 1, 0880 0 t 4835 fCfJ-3 ! -·() ~ s:f.fo·- ----- --~ Q ~ 912i--
-~U~96 ~ 1_,1510_ _ o,-8297 - 1934; ·_o,6380 "'1,9890 _ 
1897; 1,0350 0,1923 1935, 0,9910 .. 0,0495 
__ 1898~ ______ 1, 1580 _____ . _o , _868.1 ___ ___ _,1_~.!!~ __ 1, 1980 ____ 1,_082_9 _ _ 
1899, 1,2670 1,4670 1937~ 1,0910 0,5000 
~___.,,19no; 1,_013_0 _ ___ 0,_0114 ____ 123Jl!--- o ,_8920 ______ .. o_._59_3_4_ 
190-s.; o.9~5o •0,3571 1939, 1.0200 n,1099 
~_,1_?_0_2; o_ .._6620 __ '!_1, 851_1_· ____ 1_~!_0_; ___ o. 8690 ____ .. .. o. 7198 _ 
1903; 0,9500 •0,2747 194!.~ 0,7720 .. 1,2527 
---'3.9_!t,; _ 1.1210 -- -··-·-·· 0 , _6648 ______ _ _ 19_4_2; _____ 0. 6060 _ _ .. 2, 1648_ 
1905, o.aaoo •0,6593 1943; o.7390 .. 1,4341 
1906; o.so2_0 ___ .. 1,,oe19 1_9_4~ o, ·81.Jo _____ .. 1,,02z5 __ 
1907, o.8560 •0,791.2 194!J, 1.1130 o,9505 
--=-19oa; 1_.neo_o ___ 0,4396 __ 1946;__ __ o.9160 __ ___ .. 0,4615 __ 
1909, o,9590 ... o,2253 194'1~ 0,8800 •0,6593 
__ 1_9_~o; 1_._~~5-~ - - ~' a9.~~---- j _9_4J1~- o. 6010 ______ .. 2,1.923 _ 
191!, 1.1530 o,84o7 1949; 0.1200 .. 1,5385 
1912; 0.92_90 _ ,.0,39_D1 __ 195it; _ __ 0,9550 _____ •0,2473 __ 
1913, 1,1580 0,8681 195!; 1.1860 1,0220 
1914; 0 -~ ??.?0 __ ____!_~2~63 _ __ 1.~5_2 __ ; ____ 1,140 O _____ -·- 0 , .~692 __ _ 
1915; 0,7050 •1,6209 1953~ 0,9920 ,.0,044D 
1916; o.9o5o •o,s220 ,_ ~195L __ 1._0_4_80 _____ _ 0,.26JZ_ 
---=1911, -1~riooo .. ____ o~"oooo f9s-5.- 1.1230 0,615a 
__ .=1 918; o.9480 •0,2857 _ _ 1956; OL7 .. 7_40 ___ ____ ,.1,2~18 __ 
1919, 0,9070 •0,5H.D 1957; 0,7690 .. 1,2692 
192n; 0,9910 e0,0495 --~------ -- - ·--------- -- ·--------------.. 
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TABLE B.10 ANNUAL RIVER FLOW DATA OF RHINE 
BASEC, SWITZERLAND 
MODULAR STANDARDIZED MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
YEAR COEFFICIENT _ VARIABLE YEAR COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
180 8 ,___ Q • 7 6 7 0 ____ "'1 I 2802. _ __11t_4_6 ~ 1_,_186 Q _____ 11_0_220 _ _ 
1809, 0.1240 •1,5165 1847~ 1,0630 o,3462 
__ l_8j._O~ _O, 'Z.D.10 -----~1, _6_42_9_ -_184fJ! 0~_830 •0 _,_09_3_½__ 
1a11. o.1aoo •1,2oe8 1849, 1.1290 o,7088 
__ i_a.12 ~ - - 1 • no7o ___ ____  o, 0385 ____ - _1_85._o; -p. 9e90 ____ _ _ -.o. 060~- -
1813; 1.0130 0,0114 1a51; 1.1400 o,7692 
__ 1_81_4~ _ ___ 0, 7930 ______ ... 1,1374 . 18.5.2- 1_.__2_760 _______ 1,5165_ 
1815, o.9910 •0,0495 1853; 1.2760 1,5165 
_ _ 1~1&; 1.0~~0 ______ o,2418 1Et5_4! o ... 9-25J> __ !"D,247-3-_ 
1e11; 1.3100 1,7033 1855! o.6eJo •1,7418 
- ~1818., ,1.2760 ----- 1,51lt5_ ---~~~6, 0~ 7440 ______ •1,4066 . 
1819; o.9660 •0,1868 1857, o.a2so •0,9615 
__ i _a2~-~-- o,a2ao ____ ~o,9_451__ 1a5e! o.7140 _ 111 1,5714 
1821; o.9530 •o,2ss2 · 1859! 0.6600 •1,8681 
-~1 .. e22_- o.9:s:so __ _ •o,_3681 1860, ·· o.9oso . ..0_,s220 
1823;. 1.0200 o,1099 1861! 1,3790 2,0824 
_1~2_4 -· 1, .1860 ______ 1,.022.0 1862, _1,1_010__ 0 __ ._5549 
1825; 1.1450 o,7967 1863! 1,1530 o,8407 
--~~-~~; __ 1,1190 ___ o_,65_38__ 1664, 1,n_~o o, _ io_,-_1_ 
1827, o.9290 •0,39D1 1865~ o.aeoo •0,6593 
_ _ 1828 - o .•. 9.63 o ___ __ .. O, 2033 1866, 0, 942 0 -- "o_, 3187 
1829! 1.0480 0,2637 1867, 1.3150 1.7308 
~~183_0_, __ 1.1210 _ _ _ 0.66~8 1868. 1.2980 1.6374 
1831; 1.3430 1,8846 1869, 1.1140 0,62641 
. __ UtJ~!-- __ 1, 1600 ______ _ o. 81_91_.__1810; __ 1. 0190 ___ 0 ,1_0_4_4~ 
18 3 3 ! 1 • 0 0 9 0 D , 0 4 9 5 fa-7 t I O • 9 O 5 O • O , 5 2 2 D 
_ _ U3_3_4, _1._216JL. _ _ _ 1 .... 1~~a- _ _ 1_a7-_2; _o. a520 _ _. ____ ! o. ~-132_ 
1&35! 1,n110 0,0604 1873~ 1.3260 1,7912 
_ 1836~ o. 94_4D _ .., _o_..__~_Q_1_L_ __ 1~.t~ ___ 1. 3430 __ ___ 1, 8846 __ 
1837! 1.1040 D,5714 1875~ 1 0470 0 2582 
___ 1_~3Jh ____ 1! 10~0 ___ _ __ ~_,571~---_ _ 1_8_7-6, .. 0 :7760 . - · -1: 2308_ 
1839! 1.2160 1,1868 18'1'1; o.9100 .. D,4945 
- ~1~8~4 D ! 1. 1_!3 a Q ____ _ __ Q , 1.~~ 2 _ _ _ 1_81-.8; __ 1. 114 o ___ o • 6 26 4_ 
1841! 1.1790 D,9835 1879~ O 9360 •0 3516 
___ 1842! l..1!.?30 _ _ 1,17_47_ 188D ; __ O: 9610 •O: 2143 
1843! o.aaoo .. r,,6593 ---1881, o.7260---~1.soss --
___ 1§.~_4_! _o,7460 _____ ·1~3954_ 1882; 1.1060 0,5824 
1845~ 0,9220 .. 0,4286 ---- -- . 
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TABLE B.10 (continued) 
YEAR 
MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT VARIABLE YEAR 
MODULAR STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT VARIABLE 
1sa:i, 1.2250 1,4151 1921; o.5950 ... 2,5472 
-~10a•;, _ __ o_, as1_0 __ .. _o_.14e~ __ 192~, 1.1230 ____ .. . o .• 7._.,36_ 
1885; 0.6620 •2,1258 1923, 1.0760 D,4780 
---=18_8_6; o, 9540 __ .. o , _~89_~ ____ 122_4; _1. 2330 __ __ .. 1.~_654-
1887, 0.8280 •1,oa18 1925~ o,7760 •1.,4088 
-~1aa8; 1._10~ _  0 __ _ _ 0_.!_§~J-~_ 19_2~. _1 ... 1~90 ___ _ o,9-J7_j,_ 
1889; 1,0360 0,2264 1927, 1,1770 1,1132 
1890; o , _9730 . • o ,_1698_ 1!!28; o ,_9.21 o ____ . _o_.~_96 _  9_ 
1891; 0,9810 •0,1195 1929, 0,9050 •0,5975 
_ 1_892! 1.n210 o,1J21 19Jo; 1.no60 o,oJ77 
1893, ·o ~-785 o ---~ 1. 3522-·,-- 1931, --··· 1. 361 o----·- 2, 2704-
. __ i_894~ _g __ ,_7-780 ____ !"1,_39_6~ - - ----'~9~2 ~ 0 • 9590 • O, 2579 
1895, 0,8250 •1,1006 1933, 0~9020 •0,6164 
- ~i_8_9_6, t! .1 _0_1_0 o_, _§_3_?_2_ 1934; o.Z65o •1.3522 
1897, 1.3200 2,0126 1935; 1.0540 0,3396 
1898; 0.9480 •0,3270 1936, 1.2980 ____ 1,87!12 _ 
---=1899, · o.9310 •0,4J4o 1937; 1.2110 1,3270 
---=-1900 ; _ __ o, 92,_Q _ _  ~ n..1_4_7.11 1.2.J_a_; o • . 9110 ____ .. o, 182.4_ 
1901; o.9910 •0,0566 1939~ 1,0650 o,4088 
-~190~_;. 1. 02~J!_ ___ D_,_1_'Z'_61 1.94..0., _ 1. 360 O___ __ _ 2, 2642 __ 
1903; 0,9480 w0,3270 1941 ; 1.1420 o,8931 
__ t,9_p_41 o.993o _______ "'.o,o4~o___ 12..42_;· o.8970 _ __ •0,.6478 __ _ 
1905, 0,9790 •0,1321 1943; o.7890 Ri,3270 
__ i_906;t __ J., ~870 ____ ~_. 54J.? 1_9.§~_; o •. 8.460 _ ____ . ... o, 9686_ 
1907, 0.9420 •D,3648 1945; 1,2030 1,2167 
_ _ \9oe; o~ 92_5~ ___ .._Q~_4?J1_ __ 1~~6_; __ 1 .. n:s10 ____ __ o.1990 _ 
1909, o.7980 ei,2704 1947~ o.7400 ,1,63§2 
1910; 1. 3340 2, 1006 1948~ 1 .. J\5.80 _ _ _ O, 3648_ 
--fci1s., o.9500 ----- - ,;,o-~3145 1949; o.6370 "2,2e30 
- --=1. 91J; 1 !.~ ~ 2 Q __ -__ o •--~ 6 !L_---1_? 5.Jt - o • .7 5 7_0 _____ !" 1, 5 2 8 3 _ 
1913; 1,0400 0,2516 195t; 1.1510 0,9497 
__ 1914; _ 1 t ~ 71 0 _ __ 1 L 7 Q 4 4 19 5 2 .i __ 0 1 9 fi 3 0 _ _ "' 0 t 2 9 5 6 __ 
191s; 1,n130 o.4591 · 195J, 1.1630 1,0252 
_ _ 19_16; _1. 1&6 p ___ __ ___ 1 .. _044 Q ___ i~,,; o, 9_1~_0 ____ _ !;_o , _52a:5 __ 
1917, 1.1200 0,7547 1955, 1.2550 1,6038 
__ . __ 191_e; o.L9t3o ___ __ •_o. 54~2 _ _ _ _ 1.9'-.f, ~ _1,J1~_30 ____ 0, 2.7_0~--
1919~ 1.0950 0,5975 1957! 1.0330 0,2075 
__ 1 ~2..0; . _1. n 83 o ______ o_. 5220 __ _ _ 
